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Chinese Place Names in Johore.
By

J.

V.

COWGILL.

This list has heen compiled in the hope t h a t it may be of use to
all those, whether government servants or not, whose business brings
them into contact with the Chinese language, written or spoken.
N o such list has, so far as I can ascertain, been previously attempted
for Johore.
The task of compiling a practical list is complicated because
the Chinese have their own peculiar system of place nomenclature,
a system that takes no note of prominent geographical features, and
that finds names for areas, in which Chinese have settled but of
which there is no mention on published maps. I know of no Chinese
name, for instance, for Gunong Ledang (Mount Ophir) or Gunong
Blumut, or Bukit Wak-Wak, while towns and villages of considerable
local importance are named after some Chinese kongsi or plantation
or mine in the neighbourhood. The name thus given survives over
the whole area, some times long after the original kongsi has disappeared, and the orientation of the neighbourhood has been altered
to Western minds by roads and railways.
I n Johore nearly all well-established place-names are taken
from the old-time gambier and pepper plantations known as kangka (
—literally—"river f o o t " ) . The kangka, which was at
any rate within recent years peculiar to Johore, consisted of a
collection of families, usually of the same surname, living and
working as the serfs of a headman or K a n g Chu
who was
officially recognized by government and given a free hand in dealing
with everyone and everything within his area. H e had the opium
farm and the gaming farm; he held exclusive rights of pawnbroking, selling liquor, slaughtering pigs and selling pork; he paid
rent or taxes for the whole of his area, and, in fact, took the responsibility of the administration of the territory worked from his
kangka off the shoulders of government. The individual members
of his kangka looked to no higher authority t h a n his, and were often
no doubt not even aware of one.
This system, which had much to commend it as a method of
controlling Chinese peasant folk, was abolished in 1911, but the
communities still exist in many places, and the names survive: it
is hardly an exaggeration to state that there is no area in South
Johore, i.e. in the Districts of Johore Baharu, K u k u b and Kota
Tinggi, which cannot be described by reference to the nearest
kangka. This explains, for instance, why a certain not very exactly
defined neighbourhood about the 25th mile on the Johore Baharu-
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Batu Pahat road is known as Pau Nyi Sing
, which isproperly the name of a Chinese settlement some miles away across
the railway on the Johore River.
Many of these kangka names are defunct or moribund; and
however the student of Chinese may deplore it, utility demands that
a list of Chinese place names should contain a large number of
those ' dog-Chinese' combinations of which our railway stations
are the principal propagators. These forms are merely efforts to
reproduce Malay sounds in Chinese characters. The combinations
thus produced may and do differ with each individual writer.
Sometimes the form has become standardized, but generally not.
In Segamat, for instance, the Railway Station, the Post Office and
the Chinese School all use different forms, and these all differ again
from a fourth form which occurred in a letter written by an
educated Chinese, that reached me on the very day on which I made
the above discovery.
It is too much to hope that the publication of a list such as
this will serve to standardize the forms in use; my excuse for introducing such barbarous combinations as—for instance—
(Api-Api) is that such forms are used by the writers of
letters and petitions who as a rule are far removed from being
Chinese scholars. I have resorted to them, however, only where no
pure Chinese forms exist, and where the place is of such local importance that it could not be excluded. The demands of utility
must also be my excuse for introducing character-forms not to be
found in any standard Chinese dictionary: I have used these
reluctantly and as sparingly as possible: students of Chinese will I
hope realize my utilitarian object and forgive me.
Some attempt has been made to indicate roughly the geographical situation within the state of the various places mentioned in
my list. This has been done, firstly by grouping the names under
administrative districts, and secondly within the districts, by a
further grouping together of places which lie along, or are accessible by, certain of the principal rivers.
Teochiew has been chosen as the staple language for the
romanization of the Chinese names, because, although the 1921
census shews that the predominance of Teochiews over other
Chinese races in Johore is not so great as if was, the Teochiews are,
in South Johore at any rate, still more numerous than any other
Chinese; while—a still more important point—their language is a
sort of lingua franca among Chinese over a great part of the State.
Exceptions have been made to this rule in the case of Mersing and
Muar districts, where this preponderance of Teochiew does not
exist. In Muar district the names have been taken mainly from
Hokkien sources, and in Mersing mainly from Cantonese sources,
and the romanization is therefore given in those two languages
respectively.
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Where versions other than Teochiew are given, these are distinguished by an initial letter, (H) for Hokkien (K) for Hakka
(C) for Cantonese.
For valuable assistance in the compilation of this list I am
much indebted to the Assistant Advisers of Batu Pahat, Mersing
and Segamat Districts, to the Chief Police Officer Muar, to Messrs.
Khing Soo Kong and Seah Sau Shan; also to Ungku Abdul Aziz
bin Abdul Majid D.K. for suggestions with regard to places in
Johore Baharu District, and to Mr. M. C. Hay who has collaborated
with me throughout.
It is realized that the list is not exhaustive nor complete: suggestions for alterations or additions will be gratefully welcomed.

No.

Koris

Kangka Tomhel (see
Kangka Baharu)
Ku Lak Kang

Si Huat Kang

Kangka Sedi

Saan Hak Kang

Ba Tu Pa Hak

Kwong Peng Kang

Chai Sing Kang

Romanized.

Yung Peng Sin Kang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Kangka Baharu

Kampong Baharu

Cha'a

Bertam (see Yong
Peng)

Batu Pahat

Bandar Penggaram

Banang

Bagan

Ayer Hitam

Malay Name.

H

Chia Chhu Kang
Kia

Kam Kong Ba Lu

P'ang Ka-Lam

H

H

C

Pung Ka Lang Poa H

Ba Ngang

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

Chinese Name.

BATU PAHAT DISTRICT.
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No.

Simpang Kiri
(branch of Batu
Pahat river)

Simpang Kanan
(branch of Batu
Pahat river)

2 Miang Lu Sin Kang

1 Yung Sun Li Kang

Tso Chiu Kang

Iu Chiu Kang

Song Ka Lane Phoh H

Sepanggai, Sungai

Su Muh Lak

Senggarang

H

H

H

H

Sin Bu Long

Semrah

H

Sembrong

Romanized.

Hap Chun Kang

Pang Tsuk Kang

Panchor

Character.

OTHER DIALECTS.
COWGILL:

Parit Besar

Teon Tso Tua Kang

Merlimau

Romanized.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Sun Tian Kang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

PAHAT

Langkap

Malay Name.

BATU
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No.

Yong Peng

Tanjong Laboh

Sungai Ayam

Sri Grading

Simpanw Kulai (see
Ayer Hitam)

Tebing Tinggi

Yung Peng Kang

A Yam Kang

Ma Kau Kang

Teon Tso Kang Kian

Senangar

Miang Lu Kang

Romanized.

OTHER

Character.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Chiu Tek Kang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

PAHAT

Sejagong

Bukit Medan

Bindu, Sungai

Bertam (see Yong
Peng)

Places in Simpang
Kiri

Malay Name.

BATU

Tan Jong Lak Bo

Se Ka Lim

Woh Shing Kong

Thih Sua

n

Kaau Chi Shaan

Romanized.

DIALECTS.

H

H

C

C
H
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No.

Ba Loi
O Tsooi
Kiam Tsooi Kang
Loi Pai Kau
Bun Lut
Boh Kang
Bun Tu Kang
Tseng Kay Kang
Sal Yeon
Tua Cheo Koh
Sio Cheo Koh
Bu Koh Tsoin Kang
Ji Lam Ba Tu

Aver Baloi

Ayer Hitam (Sungai)

Ayer Masin

Ayer Masin Wharf

Benut

Boh, Sungai

Buntu, Sungai

Chengkeh, Sungai

Choh, Sungai

Chokoh Besar

Chokoh Kechil

Glang Patah

Jeram Batu

Romanized.
A Pi A Pi

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

(Now in Batu Pahat)

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Api-Api

Malay Name.

KUKUB
1924]
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No.

Ka Lang Kang
Ku Lu Wong Kang
Ku Kuk
Tua Pa Lik
Pung Ngeh Lok
Pok A Ling
Piang Ngai
Pok Kang
Tua Pung Tin
Sio Pung Tin
Pung Nyi Kang
Lam Ba
Leng Ngang

Karang, Sungai

Kluang, Sungai

Kukub

Parit Semrah

Peneiro

Peradin

Pinggan, Sungai

Pok, Sungai

Pontian Besar

Pontian Kechil

Punai, Sungai

Rambah, Sungai

Renget

Romanized.
Ji Lam Tsoh

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

(Now in Batu Pahat)

(Now in Batu Pahat)

(Now in Batu Pahat)

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Jeram Choh

Malay Name.

KUKUB
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No.

Ku Pang
Tiu Kay Pang

Tanjong Kupang

Tanjong Pelepas

Lai Am
Jiu Huk

Buloh, Sungai

Johore Baharu
Jia Ga

Beh Kok

Bekok

DISTRICT.

Ng Tso Kang

Ulu Pulai
BAHRU

Lo Ku Kang

Tiram Duku

JOHORE

A Lang

Tanjong Adang

Tik Lok Kik Lang

Sik Lak Kak

Serkat

Character.

Sin Soi

n

San Shaan

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

H

C

COWGILL:

Teluk Krang

Sang Lang

Sanglang

Romanized.

Chinese Name.

Peng Suan

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

DISTRICT.

Rimba Terjun

Malay Name.

KUKUB
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No.

(b)
(c)

Ku Pi Hng
Ma Kau Koi
Kong Si Suan
Peh Tso Kang
Lau Ku Pi Hng (d)

Neighbourhood
of
Railway about
Jalan
Lumba
Kuda

Kampong A Fook

Neighbourhood of
Chinese Cemetery

Neighbourhood
Hospital

1¾Mile Jalan Ayer
Molek

of

Nyi Heng Kong Si (a)

1½ mile Jalan Ngi
Heng

Teo Tso Kang

Romanized.

Tsiao Wong Kang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

1st Mile Jalan Ngi
Heng (near Roman Catholic
Church)

Districts in Johore
Baharu Town

Malay Name.
Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

Chinese Name.

JOHORE BAMRU DISTRICT.
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Sin

Tua Chia n

Kampong A Siang

Junction of Jalan
Lumba Kuda and
Pasir Plangi Rd.

Tsooi Ti
Yeon Tso

Tarom

Jalan Te h
Kang

Kim Soon Kang

Kam Kong

Lau Na Toh

Te-

1½ Mile Jalan
brau

Romanized.
Ho Liau

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

2nd Mile Sekudai

Malay Name.

(g)

(f)

(e)

Character.
Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.
COWGILL:

(a) Reference to the Headquarters of the Yi Hing (Gi Hin) Society, a registered society in Johore until the year 1916.
(b) Literally—"Coffee Plantation".One Seah Yim Kwi who gives his name to Jalan Yim Kwi was the owner of this
coffee plantation.
(c) Macau—(Cantonese) Street. Reference to a Cantonese as a "Macau" is now looked on as objectionable and no doubt
this is why the street's name was changed. In the same way the Cantonese expression Hailam Tsai annoys the
Hailam.
(d) Reference to the coffee plantation of the late Tang Tua Chia who was "Kangchu" of Kim Sung Kangka
(e) "Fishing Huts" in reference to the fishing population which is still there.
(f) "Old Datoh"in reference to the late Menteri Besar whose house occupies a prominent position in that neighbourhood.
(g) See (d).

No.

Chinese Name.

JOHORE BAHRU DISTRICT.
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No.

Ko Luang
Ku Lai
Lai Hiang Lai Hiang
Hiap Joo
Li Tso Kang
Bu Koh Au Kang

Kluang

Kulai

Layang-Layang

Lunchu, Gunong

Masai, Sungai

Melayu, Sungai

Pau Nyi Seng

Wa Hong Kang

Sa Ling

Ang Tso Kang

O Kio

Lau Tso Kang

Romanized.
Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Kim Kim Kang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

BAHRU

Kim Kim, Sungai

24th Mile (Sedenak)

15th Mile (Senai)

13th Mile

9th Mile (Sekudai)

4th to 9th Mile

Johore BahruKluang Road

Malay Name.

JOHORE
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No.

n

Si Nai
Tsap Tio Tsiuk

Skudai (10th Mile)

Sik Kian Lak

Pau Nyi Seng

Su Ngai Sai Yung

Ng Tso Au Kang

Tian Sun Kang

Tua Po Lai Sua

Teh Tso Kang

Tsia Tso Kang

Pa Seh U Lang

Pa Loh

Meng Kik Moh

Romanized.

Senai

Sedenak

Sayong, Sungai

Renggam

Pulai village

Pulai, Gunong

Plintong

Pendas, Sungai

Pasir Gudang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Character

C

C

HoiP'eiShap T'iu
Shek
C

Ling Kam

Cheng Uk Kong

Leung Che T'au

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.
COWGILL:

Paloh

Nyior

Mengkibol

Malay Name.

Chinese Name.

JOHORE BAHRU DISTRICT.
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No.
Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

* This Village was at 15th mile before deviations were made,now at 13th mile,

Belik, Tanjong

Sin Loh Ma

Ng Tso Kang

Chemarang

Places in Johore River
above Kota Tinggi

Saan Wang To

DISTRICT.

Buntu, Sungai

TINGGI

Pak Buk Lau

Tang Tso Kang

Taam Poi

Nyi Wa Kang

Romanized.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Sin Lim

KOTA

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

BAHRU

Batu Limablas (13th
Mile Johore—Kota
Tinggi Road)*

Tehran

Tampoi

Malay Name.

JOHORE
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No.

Tai Seng Kang
Sin Ki
Pang Ti Tua Suan
Pang Ti
Poh Lei Sing
Kooi Mong
Tsai Seng
Lau Pang Lang
Seah Teng Chiang Sin
Kang
Lau Ki Kang
Sin Si Seh
Lau Si Seh
Tong Ki

Lubok Pekan

Malim Surat

Panti, Gunong

Panti, Sungai

Pengkalan Dusun

Persisek

Pinang, Sungai

Rantu Panjang

Seah Ting Cheang
Sungai Bharu

Semanggar

Sisir Bharu

Sisir Lama

Tampoi

Romanized.

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Leng Yiu

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

TINGGI

Lenggiu

Malay Name.

KOTA

1924]
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No.

Ngiu Hot Tua Kang
Kong Kong
Lai Hiang Kang.
Pang Cho
Pa Si Gok

Kong Kong, Sungai

Layang, Sungai

Panchor

Pasir Goh

Tua Kam Kong

Kam Kong

Ngiu Hot Tua Kang

Johore Lama

Johore Kampong

Bukit Beraman (see
Penderam)

Johore River Estuary
(below Kota Tinggi)
Places in Johore River
Estuary

Tian Kik Kang

Tingkil

Romanized.
Tek Wa Heng

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Tek Wah Heng

Malay Name.
Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Character.

Chinese Name.

KOTA TINGGI DISTRICT.
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No.

Sin Lam Heng
Lang Sat
Pang Sua n
So Lak
Lam A

Serai

Tanjong Langsat

Tanjong Putus

Tanjong Surat

Telok Sengat

Tua Wang To

Tong Lim

Lau Lim

Character.
Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

COWGILL: Chinese Place Names in Johore.

Kampong Jawa (Pengerang)

Tiram, Ulu (Tiram
Tinggi)

Tiram, Kuala

Ti Bun

Lau Tang Sun

Seluyut Ulu

Temon

Sin Tang Sun

Seluyut Hilir

Romanized.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Lau Lam Heng

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

TINGGI

Penderam

Malay Name.

KOTA
1924]
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No.

Ngo Wang To

Lau Tsai Seng

Pang Ngeh Lang

Puk Pang Ang

Bun Ta Hak

Wa Heng Kang

Pa Pung Ho*

Lam Hang

*This is the name used by the Japanese Settlement at this place.

Remunia, Tanjong

Pengileh, Tanjong

Pengerang

Penawar

Muntahak, Gunong

Mawai

Papan, Sungai
(Tanjong Saringgit or Serindit)

Lebam

Layau

Pang Yau

Lam Hang Tua Kang

Lebam, Sungai

Places in Lebam River

Tek Heng Kang

Kota Tinggi

Romanized.
Ki Li Sz Kang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Klesa, Sungai

Malay Name.

OTHER

Character.

Chinese Name.

KOTA TINGGI DISTRICT.

Tak Heng Kong

Romanized.

DIALECTS.

C
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No.

Tsiak Tsooi Kang

Sebena

Yong Hong Long
Wa Seng
Nguan Huat
Wa Siang
Wa Peng Kang

Danau

Dohol

Gembut

Gemireh

Kambau

Sedili
Wa Seng

in

Bukit Tiga

Kangkas
Besar

Su Li Li Kang

Sin Ling

Sanning

Sedili Besar, Sungai

Aug Tso Kang

Sang Ti Kang

Romanized.

Pelawan

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Character.
Sin Ta San

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

K

COWGILL:

Places in Santi River

Santi, Sungai

Malay Name.

Chinese Name.

KOTA TINGGI DISTRICT.
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No.

Wa Sin Kang
Tat Pang Sin Kang

Sembayong, Sungai

Tangga Tujoh

Bukit Belading

Bekoh

Batu Sa-puloh Jalan
Bakri

Buk La Ling

H

H

C

Mut Ko
But Na Hap

H

H
Buk Kak

Tan Tsai Hin

H & C& T

Ma Poh

Bandar Maharani

Romanized.

Shio Tsui O

Character.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Ayer Panas

DISTRICT.

Yong Tai

Sedili Kechil, Sungai

MUAR

Sun Seng

Sungai Kayu (Bagan Limau)

Romanized.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Hok-Sun

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

TINGGI

Lubok Pusing

Malay Name.

KOTA
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No.

H
C
H
H
H

Ji Bun Ta
Yi Man Ta
Ji Lam
Tua Tsu Kang Ka
Kit Siang

H
H

Lau Tsu Kang
Lau Bu Kho

Bukit Serampong

Durian Chondong

H

C

Fung Ch'e T'au

Ma Poh Kang

H

Swa Loon

Romanized.

H

Character.

Kap Pong

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Bukit Kepong

Places on Muar River

Muar River

Muar Town (see Bandar Maharani)

Kesang

Kangka Sungai Mati

Jeram

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

COWGILL:

Jementah

Bukit Pasir

Malay Name.

MUAR
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No.

Sinkang Durian
Chondong

Sinkang Bukit Serampong

Renchong. Sungai

Panchor

Pagoh, Sungai

Nordanal

Lenga, Sungai
Si Tiu Ang Moh Hng

Lau Bu Kho Sin
Kang

H

Lau Tsu Kang Sin
Kang
H

H
Si Tiao

H

H

H

H

n

H

H

H

H

H

H

Pan Choh

Saan Tiao

Tui Bin Sua

Goh Tiao

You Kang

Put Tiao

Labis, Sungai
Saan Tiu Ang Moh
Hng

Kun Leng

Kundang

Landaron

Tau Tiao

Jorak

n

Romanized.

Lun Hueh

Character.

Gumbang

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Geuk Sek

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Gersek

Malay Name.

Chinese Name.

MUAR DISTRICT.
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No.
Romanized.

H

Lak Tiao Chiuk
Ka Tsap
Tua Kang

Buloh Kasap

Gemas (Johore)

DISTRICT.

Batu Anam

SEGAMAT

Sia A Lang

Tsoh Pung

Sialang

H
Tsap Long

Serom

Ji Tiao

H

H

n

Tsun

H

Tsit Tiao
Hiu

H

Sz Na Wi

H

Ang Moh

Swa Yit

Lik Lau

Tau Tiu
Hng

Sagil

Relau

Pengkalan Bukit

Pengkalan Besar

Tui, Sungai

Tanjong Olak

Si Tiao Sin Kang H

COWGILL:

Sinkang Renchang

Tiang Huat Kang H

Character.

Sinkang Reng

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Saan Tiao Sin Kang H

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Sinkang Pagoh

Malay Name.

Chinese Name.

MUAR DISTRICT.
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No.

Sik Kia Mat
To Lang
Tong Mang

Segamat

Tenang

Tumang

C
C
0

c
c

Hing Lau
Hing Lau Kong
S'aam Paan T'au
Tai Hing Kai
Ch'eung

Endau, Kuala

Endau, Sungai

Jemaluang

Romanized.

Om Paat Kong

Character.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Ambat, Sungai

DISTRICT

Pa Long

Palong

ENDAU

La Bik Si

Labis

Romanized.
Gu Nu Wang

Character.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Genuang

Malay Name.

TEOCHIEW.

SEGAMAT
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No.

Chinese Place Names in Johore

t Literally—" General'sHat,"a picturesque allusion to the shape of the Island.

Pulau Tinggi

Pulau Sibu

Pulau Pemanggil

Pulau Babi

Pulau Aur

Mersing Kanan

Mersing

Lenggor

Kuala Kahang

c
Ka Hang Kong Hau c
c
Ling Ngoh
c
Fung Sing Kong
Chuk Kong
c
Po Loh A O
c
Po Loh Ma Mei
c
Chii Shaan
c
Po Loh Pa Mong Yi c
c
Po Lo Shi Mo
Tseung Kwan Mof c
Yam Loh Wang

COWGILL:

Kuala Jemaluang

C

Mo Sing Kong

Romanized.

Kangka Ulu

Character.
C

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

Ka Hang

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Kahang (Kuala Madek)

Malay Name.

ENDAU
1924]
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No.
Romanized.
C

Cham Heung Kong* C

Triang

* Not distinguished from Tanjong Penyabong

MaO

Telok Sari

C

Cham Heung Kong C

Character.

DIALECTS.

Tanjong Penyabong

Romanized.

OTHER

So Mo Lung

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Chinese Name.

DISTRICT.

Sembrong

Malay Name.

ENDAU
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No.

Pa Chiuk Suan*
Keng Cheoh Sz
Tek Kong
U Bin

Pulau Nanas

Pulau Pisang

Pulau Tekong Besar

Pulau Ubin

Character.

Geng Cheoh Sz

Romanized.

OTHER DIALECTS.

H

COWGILL:

* Literally "StoneQuarry."in reference to the stone quarries there.

Kim Ma Si

Gemas (Negri Sembilan)

Romanized.
A Saa Han

Character.

TEOCHIEW.

Chinese Name.

Asahan (Malacca)

Malay or English.

SUPPLEMENT

Islands and Places adjoining Johore Territory.
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A.
A Fook, Kampong
A Siang, Kampong
A dang, Tanjong
Ambat, Sungai
Api-Api
Asahan
Aur, Pulau
Ayam, Sungai
Ayer Baloi
Ayer Hitam (B. Pahat) . .
Ayer Hitam, Sungai (Kukub) . .
Ayer Masin
Ayer Masin Wharf
Ayer Panas

77
83
65
230
34
250
241
31
35
1

C.
Cha'a
Chemarang
..
Chengkeh, Sungai
Choh, Sungai
..
Chokoh Besar
..
Chokoh Kechil
..

7
. . 116
. . 42
. . 43
44
45

D.
Danau
..
..
Dohol
Durian Chondong

. . 172
173
. . 196

36
E.
37
Endau,
Kuala
..
. . 231
38
..
. . 232
182 Endau, Sungai
G.
B.
Gemas (Johore) . .
. . 223
242 Gemas (N. Sembilan)
Babi, Pulau
. . 251
2 Gembut
Bagan
174
178 Gemireh
Bagan Linau
..
..
. . 175
3 Genuang . .
Banang
..
. . 224
183 Gersek
Bandar Maharani
197
4 Glang Patah
Bandar Penggaram
..
. . 46
221 Gumbang . .
Batu Anam
..
. . 19S
114 Gunong Lunchoo . .
Batu Limablas
. . 96
Batu Pahat
5 Gunong Muntahak
. . 161
Batu Sapuloh
184 Gunong Panti
..
. . 121
Bekoh (J. Baharu)
71 Gunong Pulai
..
. . 105
Bekoh (Muar)
185
J.
Belik, Tanjong
117
86
Benut
39 Jalan Teh
..
. . 233
Bertam
6-23 Jemaluang
188
Baharu, Sungai
127 Jementeh
..
..
. . 189
Bindu, Sungai
24 Jeram
..
. . 47
Boh, Sungai
40 Jeram Batu
..
..48
186 Jeram Choh
Bukit Belading
..
. . 73
135 Johore Baharu
Bukit Beraman
194 Johore Baharu Town, DisBukit Kepong
tricts in,
. . 74 to 86
25
Bukit Medan
187 Johore Baharu, Kluang
Bukit Pasir
195
Road, districts, on 87 to 91
Bukit Serampong
171 Johore Kampong . .
. . 136
Bukit Tiga
72 Johore Lama
Buloh, Sungai
..
. . 137
222 Johore River, places on 117-133
Buloh Kasap
Buntu, Sungai (K. Tinggi) 115 Johore River Estuary
. . 134
41 Jorak
Buntu, Sungai (Kukub)
..
. .'
..199
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K.
Kabang (Kuala Madek)
Kahang, Kuala
Kambau
Kampong A Fook . .
Kampong A Siang
Kampong Baharu
Kampong Jawa
Kangka Baharu
Kangka Sedi
Kangka Sungai Mati
Kangka Temhil
Kangka Ulu
Karang, Sungai
Kayu, Sungai
Kesang
Kim Kim, Sungai
Klesa, Sungai
Kluang
Kluang, Sungai
Kong Kong, Sungai
Koris
Kota Tinggi
Kuala Endau
Kuala Jemaluang . .
Kuala Kahang
Kuala Madek
Kuala Tiram
Kukub
Kulai
Kundong . .
Kupang, Tanjong
L.
Labis
Labis, Sungai
Laboh, Tanjong . .
Lanadron
Langkap
Langsat, Tanjong
Layang, Sungai
Layang-Layang
Layau
Lebam, Sungai
Lebam
Lenga, Sungai
Lenggor

249

L.
, 234 Lenggiu
, 237 Lubok Pekan
176 Lubok Pusing
. 77 Lunchoo, Gunong . .
. 83
8
M.
. 153 Malim Surat
9 Masei, Sungai
. 10 Mawai
. 190 Medan, Bukit
. 11 Melayu, Sungai
. 235 Mengkibol
. 49 Merlimau . .
. 178 Mersing
, 191 Mersing Kanan
. 92 Muar
, 154 Muar River
93 Muar River, Places on
, 50 Muntahak, Gunong
. 138
. 12
N.
. 155 Nanas, Pulau
. 231 Niyor
, 236 Nordanal
237
O.
231
151 Olak, Tanjong
51
P.
. 94
. 200 Pagoh, Sungai
.

66

225
. 201
32
, 202
, 13
146
, 139
95
, 157
, 157
, 158
. 203
. 238

Paloh
Palong
Panchor (B. Pahat)
Panchor (K. Tinggi)
Panchor (Muar) . .
Panti, Gunong
Panti, Sungai
Papan, Sungai
Parit Besar
Parit Sembrah
Pasir Goh
Pasir Gudang
Pelawan
Pelepas, Tanjong . .
Pemanggil, Pulau
lVnawar

.. 118
.. 119
.. 177
.. 96

.. 120
.. 97
.. 160
.. 22
.. 98
.. 99
.. 14
. . 239
. . 240
.. 192
.. 193
194-214
.. 161

. . 252
. . 100
. . 204

.. 213

.. 205
.. 101
.. 226
. . 15
.. 140
.. 206
. .121
. .122
.. 159
.. 16
. . 52
.. 141
.. 102
.. 167
.. 67
.. 243
.. 162
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P.
Pendas, Sungai
Penderam
Peneiro
Pengerang . .
Pengileh, Tanjong
Pengkalan Besar . .
Pengkalan Bukit . .
Pengkalan Dusun . .
Peradin
Persisek
Pinang, Sungai
Pinggan, Pungai . .
Pi sang, Pulau
Plintong
Pok, Sungai
Pontian Besar
Pontian Kechil
Pulai Village
Pulai, Gunong
Pulau Aur
Pulau Babi
Pulau Nanas
Pulau Pemanggil . .
Pulau Pisang
Pulau Sibu
Pulau Tekong Besar
Pulau Tinggi
Pulau Ubin
Punai, Sungai
Putus, Tanjong . .
R.
Rambah
Pantang Panjang . .
Relau
Ramunia, Tanjong
Renggam . .
Rengchong, Sungai
Pengit
Rimba Terjun

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

104
142
53
163
164
215
216
123
54
124
125
55
253
104
56
. 57
. 58
. 106
. 105
. 241
. 242
. 252
. 243
. 253
. 244
. 254
. 245
. 255
. 59
. 147

S.
Saringgit, Tanjong
Sayong, Sungai
Seah Teng Cheang Sungai
Baharu
Sebena
..
Sedenak
Sedili Besar, Sungai
Sedili Besar Kangkas,
in
..
. . 171 to
Sedili Kechil, Sungai
Segamat
Sejagong
Seluyut Hilir
Seluyut Ulu
Semanggar
Sembayong, Sungai
Sembrong (B. Pahat)
Sembrong (Endau)
Semrah
Senai
Senangar
Senggarang S
Sepanggai S
Serai
Serindit, Tanjong
Serkat
Serom
Sialang
Sibu, Pulau
Simpang Kanan
Simpang Kiri
Simpang Kulai
Sinkang, Bukit Serampong
Sinkang Durian Chondong
Sinkang Pagoh
Sinkang Reng
Sinkang Rengchang
Sisir Baharu
Sisir Lama
Skudai
Sri Gadeng

159
108
127
169
109
170
178
179
227
26
143
144
128
180
17
246
18
110
27
19
20
145
159
64
219
220
244
21
22
29
208
209
210
211
212
129
130
111
30

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

60
126
217
165
107
207
61
62

.
.
.
.

218
T.
63 Tampoi (Johore Baharu) 112
168 Tampoi (Kota Tinggi) . . 131
181
166 Tangga Tujoh

S.
Sagil
Sanglang . .
Sanning
Santi, Sungai
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T.
Tanjong Adang . .
Tanjong Kupang . .
Tanjong Laboh
Tanjong Langsat . .
Tanjong Olak
Tanjong Pelepas . .
Tanjong Pengileh
Tanjong Penyabong
Tanjong Putus
Tanjong Remunia
Tanjong Surat
Tarom
Tebing Tinggi
Tebrau
Tek Wa Hing
Tekong Besar, Pulau
Telok Krang
Telok Sengat
Temon

Chinese Place Names in Johore.
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T.
65
66
32
146
213
67
165
247
147
165
148
85
28
113
132
254
68
149
150

Tenang
Tinggi, Pulau
Tingkil
Tiram Duku
Tiram, Kuala
Tiram Tinggi
Telok Sengat
Tiram, Ulu
Triang
Tui, Sungai
Tumang

228
245
133
69
151
152
149
152
249
214
229
U.

Ubin, Pulau
Ulu Pulai . .
Ulu Tiram
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70
152
Y.

Yong Peng
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An early Malay Inscription from
Trengganu.
By

MAJOR H.

S.

PATERSON.

This paper is intended to serve as a preliminary notice of
an inscription on stone, which has been discovered in the State of
Trengganu on the East Coast of the Malay Peninsula. Although,
unfortunately, only a fragment, it is of great importance, as being
in the first place the oldest Malay text in the Arabic script yet
discovered, and secondly the earliest contemporary record of the
introduction of the Muhammadan religion into any state of the
Peninsula. It is now in Raffles' Museum, Singapore, having been
loaned to that institution by H. H. the Sultan of Trengganu.
The stone in question was discovered Borne twenty-five years
ago by an Arab trader and tin-prospector named Sayid Husin
bin Ghulam al-Bokhari in the river Teresat near Kuala Berang,
about twenty miles upstream from the mouth of the river Trengganu.
The neighbouring village, lying as it does in a commanding position at the junction of three streams, has always been a trading
and marketing centre and may even have been at one time the
capital of the State.
According to a local tradition the stone lay for a long time
in front of a " surau " or private mosque where it formed the step
on which worshippers washed their feet before entering. This is
to a certain extent borne out by the presence of a small patch worn
smooth, it may well be by the constant friction of bare feet. The
story goes on to say that an " imam " of the mosque, discovering
characters inscribed on the stone, ordered it to be removed from the
sacred precincts to the river, whence it was finally recovered by
Sayid Husin. Whatever may have been the reason for its removal
the writer was informed that the Malays of Kuala Berang were
superstitious enough to refuse to handle it.
The stone was duly brought downstream and 'presented to the
late Sultan Zainal-Abidin, who had it placed in the old Malay fort
on Bukit Puteri which overlooks the estuary.
Apparently attempts were made to decipher it and preliminary
enquiries elicited vague accounts varying from a record of hidden
treasure to a memorial of the punishment of an unfaithful wife
by a raja of olden time. A transcription was even sent to Mecca
to be interpreted by the scholars of Arabia, but there is no record
of the result of their investigation.
Finally, towards the end of 1922, the attention of the writer
was drawn to the inscription, which was traced out with chalk and
the photographs taken (by Mr. N. Suzuki, Kuala Trengganu) which
form the illustrations to this article.

Plate I.

T R L N G G A N U INSCRIPTION.
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Plate II.

TRENGGANU INSCRIPTION.

Journ. Malayan Branch, Royal Asiatic Soc., Vol. II, 1924.
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The stone itself is a roughly squared stele of gneissic granite
of which the to,p portion has been lost. The fragment in our
possession stands 33 inches in height, with a maximum breadth at
the top of 21 inches tapering to 10½ inches at the foot, and an
average depth from front to back of 9½ inches. I t weighs between
400 and 500 lbs. The inscription covers all four faces for a distance of 18 inches from the top; the remaining space of 15 inches
at the bottom has been left clear with the obvious intention of
allowing the stone to be planted upright in the ground.
The characters appear to (have been engraved with a pointed
instrument to an average depth 1/16th of an inch, and are for
the most part easy to trace, having suffered little from weathering,
and this in spite of the fact that the stone is fissile and will not
easily withstand rough handling. As it is the surface has flaked
off in two places, the larger of which has left a lacuna of several
words not easily supplied by conjecture.
The photographs shew that the workmanship is distinctly
crude. No attempt has been made to reproduce the formal and
decorative effect to which the Arabic script lends itself; the spelling
is unorthodox as compared with later usage, and in addition to a
few definite blunders, the task of deciphering has been rendered
more difficult by the absence of nearly all the diacritical points which
in Arabic script serve to distinguish one letter from another.
The order of the faces is clearly ascertainable.—Starting from
the front or broadest face which is marked A, the inscription continues on the back, marked B, whence it curves without a break
round the left hand bottom corner on to the left side C where the
writing runs lengthways up the stone, and it concludes on the right
side D running lengthways from top to bottom. Thus, as we have
only the bottom portion of the stone: the top portions of A and B,
the ends of the lines of C, and the beginnings of the lines of D. are
missing. It is hard to say what is the relative amount of the
missing material, though it may be as much as one half of the
whole record.
The inscription records an order to promulgate certain legal
provisions, comprised in nine (or perhaps ten) numbered sections.
The front face (A), which forms the preface contains a proclamation ordering rulers and governors to expound and uphold the
Muslim faith and the teachings of God's Apostle, and concludes
with a date which reads " in the month of Rejab in the year 702
A. H."
This represents approximately the months of February and
March 1303 A. D., a full hundred years before the next contemporary record of any state in the Peninsula embracing the Muhammadan religion. It is indeed open to argument that the date,
which comprises the last words of the front face, may have continued with the addition of certain tens and units on the missing
part of the back, (but even this still keeps it within the 8th century
of the Muhammadan era, and the 14th of our own.
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It is perhaps worth mentioning that in 1365, that is to say
not many years from the latest date to which this inscription canbe attributed, Trengganu was claimed as a vassal state of the
Javanese kingdom of Majapahit whose state religions were Hinduism and Buddhism, but this does not exclude the possibility of
Trengganu having become Muhammad an, seeing that a similar
claim was made in respect of Perlak and Samudra, which by
that time had certainly adopted Islam.
The remaining three faces of the inscription contain the Ten
Laws in a very fragmentary form. The first three are missing with
the top portion of B ; the fourth appears to deal with the relations
of creditor and debtor, but a numiber of words are missing owing
to the flaking away of a large patch from the surface which makes
the reconstruction of this and the following law uncertain.
The sixth, of which a fragment of six complete lines is left,
with portions of four more on C, prescribes for the offence of sexual
wantonness the punishment of stoning in the case of married persons, and flogging, with the option of a graduated scale of fines
for the unmarried. This is strictly in accordance with Muhammadan Law.
The seventh appears to deal with some special case of wantonness on the part of women, the eighth with false evidence; the
ninth seems to be a general provision for punishment in default of
payment of a fine.
The concluding section which there is reason to believe is
numbered 10 makes obedience to the above code binding, not only
on the person addressed, but also on his children and grandchildren,
in a manner vaguely reminiscent of the second Commandment of
the Mosaic Decalogue.
The characters, as I have already mentioned, are Arabic, and
this is a very interesting and important phenomenon. The Malay
language has appeared in older inscriptions, being clearly traceable
in two inscriptions recently discovered in Palembang (Sumatra)
which are ascribed to the 7th. century A. D. and again in the Pagar
Ruyong inscription of A.D. 1356, but in each case in an Indian
character and with a heavy admixture of Sanskrit words and
phrases which have since dropped out of the language. The earliest
instances of Arabic script are all in the Arabic language, as for instance the tombstone of Malik-al-Saleh, Sultan of Pasai and
Samudra and a convert to Islam, who died in A. D. 1297, and it is
not until A.D. 1468 that we find in the Malay Peninsula another
example of the combination of the Malay language and Arabic
script which have since established themselves in the literature of
the Malay speaking countries. This inscription, belonging as it
does to the 14th century, contains many words of Sanskrit origin,—
there are 29 in the fragment under review, while there are less
than 10 borrowed from Arabic and these are confined to the
Arabic names for the day of the week and the month, and the
stock religious phrase " Rasul Allah sallallahu 'alaihi wa sallama "
— " t h e prophet of God (God bless him and give him peace,)"
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while the expression employed for the Deity seems to be simply a
translation of the Arabic " Allah subhanahu wa taala."
The evidence, in fact, leads inevitably to the conclusion that
this represents the promulgation of a new religion in language
adapted to the understanding of a population educated only in
Hinduistic religious terms.
The period of the inscription is one in which Islam was slowly
but surely displacing the older religious beliefs of the Malays. That
it should have succeeded in its earlier stages is a tribute to the
persistence of Arab traders and missionaries who can never (have
been sufficiently numerous to impose their beliefs by the forcible
methods which they employed in the conquest of the western parts
of Asia. In the Malay Peninsula they have completely and utterly
substituted their own writing for that of the Hindu period, though
Islam has not even yet succeeded in wiping out the pagan
superstitions of the uneducated peasant classes.
The text may be Tead roughly as follows, the doubtful parts
being in italics :—
A.
1. Rasul Allah dengan yang o r a n g . . . . bagi mereka
2. ada pada Dewata Mulia Raya beri hamba menegohkan
ugama Islam.
3. dengan benar bichara derma meraksa bagi sakalian hamba
Dewata Mulia Raya
4. di-benua-ku ini penentu ugama Rasul Allah salla'llahu
'alaihi wa sallama Raja
5. mandalika yang benar bichara sa-belah Dewata Mulia
Raya didalam
6. behumi. Penentua itu fardzu pada sakalian Raja manda7. -lika Islam menurut sa-titah Dewata Mulia Raya dengan
benar.
8. bichara berbajiki benua penentua itu maka titah Seri
Paduka
9. Tuhan medudokkan tamra ini di-benua Trenganu adipertama ada
10. Juma'at di-bulan Rejab di-tahun sarathan di-sasanakala
11. Baginda Rasul Allah telah lalu tujoh ratus dua
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

B.
keluarga di-benua jauh
kan
ul
datang berikan. Keemp-(at derma barang) orang berpihutang
jangan mengambil k
(a)mbil hilangkan emas
kelima derma barang orang
(mer) deka
jangan mengambil tugal buat
t emas-nya
jika ia ambil hilangkan emas. Keenam derma barang
orang berbuat balachara laki laki perempuan sa-titah
Dewata Mulia Raya jika merdeka bujan palu
sa-ratus rautan. Jika merdeka beristeri
atawa perempuan bersuami di-tanam hinggan
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11.
12.

pinggang di-hembalang dengan batu matikan
jika inkar ba(lachara) hembalang jika anak mandalika
C.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

bujan danda-nya sa-puloh tengah tiga jika ia
menteri bujan danda-nya tujoh tahil sa-p(aha
tengah tiga. Jika tetua bujan danda-nya lima t a ( h i l . . . .
tujoh tahil sa-paha masok bendara. Jika o(rang
merdeka. Ketujoh derma barang perempuan hendak..
tida dapat bersuami jika ia berbuat balaohara
D.

1

tida
benar
danda-nya
sa-tahil
sa-paha.
Kesembilan derma
2
Seri Paduka Tuhan siapa tida
danda-nya
3
kesapuloh
der)ma
jika
anak-ku
atawa
pemain (?) ku atawa chuchu-ku atawa keluarga-ku
atawa anak
4
tamtra ini segala isi tamra ini barang siapa tida
menurut tamra ini laanat Dewata Mulia Raya
5
di-jadikan Dewata Mulia Raya bagi yang
langgar achara tamra ini.
I append a translation made by Mr. C. O. Blagden, which he
has kindly permitted me to use, with a few notes on points where
my reading of the text differs from his version.
Translation.
A.
God's Apostle, together with the
Blessed Spirits (a salutation to them)
(2)
trust in the Great High Godhead, cause the servants to hold firmly
the doctrines of Islam (3) together with true regard for the laws,
govern all the servants of the Great High Godhead (4) in this
land of mine. The expounders on earth of the doctrines of God's
Apostle (God bless him and give him peace!) are the Raja (5)
Mandalikas who have true regard towards the Great High Godhead. (6) Such exposition is incumbent upon all Muslim Raja
Mandalikas, (7) following all the commands of the Great High
Godhead together with true (8) regard for the setting in order,
for the country, of such exposition; and when Seri Paduka Tuhan
(9) first ordered the setting up of this record in the country of
Trengganu it was (10) a Friday in the month of Rejab, in the
year " Cancer," in the religious era (11) of our Lord the Apostle
of God, after the passing (in that era) of seven hundred and (?)
(years)
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B.
relatives in distant countries
(2) who gave. Fourth law:
a
creditor (3) must not take
a (field ?),
(else he) loses (his) money. (4) Fifth Law: whatsoever person
(a free person ?), (5) must not take (the
planting stick ? for making?)
money, (6)
if he takes (them), (he) loses (his) money.. Sixth law : whatsoever (7) person commits sexual wantonness (in disobedience of ?)
(8) the Great High Godhead, if (it be) an unmarried free (person)
beat (him with) (9) a hundred (blows of a) rattan. If (it be)
a free (man) that has a wife (10) or woman that has a husband,
(such) are to be buried up to (11) the waist (and) pelted with
stones (and) put to death. (12) If (they deny it?)
pelted. If (it be) the unmarried child of a Mandalika,
C.
the fine is ten and a half sagas. If it (be)
(2) an unmarried Menteri, the fine is seven tahils and one paha
(3) half a saga. If (it be) an unmarried (elder ?), the fine is five tahils
(4.) seven tahils and one paha, to go into the Treasury. If (a
person ?)
(5) a free person. Seventh law:
whatsoever woman (desires ?)
(6) has
not got a husband, if she commits (that ?) wantonness, ((she incurs a fine ?)
not true, the fine is one
takil and one paha. Ninth law: (2)
Seri
Paduka Tuhan (orders that ?) whoever (cannot be made to pay
?) his fine, (3)
(Be it ?) my
, or my (playmate ?), or my grandchild,
or my kinsman, or the child ( o f ) . . . . (4)
this
(record ?), all the contents of this (record ?), whosoever does not
obey this record, (may) the curse of the Great High Godhead
(5)
(may)
be caused by the Great High Godhead to (any) who offend against
the provisions of this record.
Notes.
A. Line 1. Blessed spirits etc.—A translation of an alternative
reading arirah santabi. I incline to the word orang
which cannot be converted to arwah without presuming an egregious blunder on the part of the engraver, and would suggest that the reference is to
" persons who put their trust in etc.,"
A. Line 4. salla 'llahu etc. is so plainly what is intended that
the engraver's variation is only worth noting as an
example of his ignorance of the one complete Arabic
phrase which occurs in the inscription.
A. Line 11. tujoh ratus dua,—The first part of the proclamation seems to close quite definitely with these words,
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this face of the inscription being sharply scored round
with a single deeply cut line. I understand that the
date thus given, A. H. 702 (A. D. 1303) is historically
doubtful, but the point is discussed in Mr. Blagden's
paper.
B. Line 3. (a)mbil. A close examination of the stone seems
to reveal traces of the final 1. I would conjecture the
preceding word to be jika ia, which has an echo in
line 6. This leaves a lacuna of probably not more
than two words.
B. Line 7. sa-titah " i t is the command" (cf. A. 1.7). I prefer
this to the alternative sa-bantah.
B. Line 12. inkar balachara hembalang. The second word is an
almost certain restoration, as the stone shews traces
of the upper parts of three tall letters (alif) with
precisely the same spacing as in 1. 7, and I can see
no alternative to inkar; in which case, however, the
meaning would appear nonsensical, " if they deny the
offence (they shall yet be) stoned!"
C. Line 1. sa-puloh tengah tiga. I incline to this, with the
word tahil understood, rather than the alternative
10½ saga. If, as there is reason to believe, a saga
is one-twentieth part of a tahil the fine imposed on
the child of a reigning prince is light indeed compared with fines of 7¼ or 5 tahils for those of lower
rank.
In these brief notes I have purposely dealt with nothing beyond the obvious and superficial points which have presented themselves on what is, I believe, the first serious attempt to master
the contents of this inscription. The intrinsic details of the historical and philological side of the record are beyond the scope of
the present writer.
In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to all who have
assisted me in the preparation of this article and in particular to
Mr. C. O. Blagden, who besides allowing me to use his translation,
gave me in addition the privilege of his advice and comments of
which I have not hesitated to avail myself.

A Note on the Trengganu Inscription.
By

C.

O.

BLAGDEN.

The most important point about this interesting record is
the date at which the enactments of Islamic Law that it contains
are recorded by it to have been promulgated. That much is
obvious, for the wording of the record indicates that the
promulgation was an act of state and that at that time the
Muhammadan religion had become the " established church "
of Trengganu. Whatever the precise date may be, it is at any
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rate earlier than any hitherto recorded establishment of Islam
as a state religion in the Malay Peninsula. But of course one
would like something more definite than that.
Most unfortunately the first face of the stone ends with the
words di-tahun Saratan di-sasanakala Baginda Rasul Allah telah
lalu tujoh ratus dua. Now to me it seems that this is necessarily
an incomplete statement, and that in order to complete it there
must have been on the next face the word tahun, " years." Taking
the words telah lalu literally one is tempted to interpret them
in the sense that the number of years stated had actually completely
elapsed at the time referred to (when the edict was promulgated).
I do not, however, interpret them in that way. The years of the
Islamic Calendar, like our own years, are commonly reckoned as
current years. In the case of Indian inscriptions (Hindu or
Buddhist) the reckoning is very generally (but not always) expressed
in expired years, i.e. the number of years actually completed
since the initial point of the particular era used, this being then
followed by a statement of the month (lunar or solar) and day,
and very often by various other details of astronomical and
astrological import. I am disposed to think that the use here
of an expression which, if literally interpreted, implies the mention
of expired years was merely due to a traditional habit and that
the Muhammadan year given is, in spite of the formula employed,
to be taken as the year current at the moment. But even so
the Malay phrase, as such, seems to me to be incomplete without
the word tahun after it.
If, however, the statement of the date ran over onto the
next face, the upper part of which is unfortunatey lost, various
possibilities arise. The dua may then have been not the mere
integer " t w o " but a part of either (i) dua-lapan, the old wellattested form now reduced to delapan or lapan, " e i g h t " , or (ii)
dua-puloh, " twenty." Either of these could have completed the
number of the years, and either could have been further followed
by other numbers. Consequently there may have been two more
alternatives, these being groups of years, viz. (iii) dua-puloh
followed by any integer from satu, " one " to sembilan, " nine "
and (iv) duala pan-puloh, either by itself or followed by any
integer, as before. Thus the range of possible alternative years
is enlarged to the series 702, 708, 720-729, and 780-78)9, if we
regard merely the year number. However with the given month
(Rajab) the alternatives as expressed in our reckoning come down
to these: (1) the lunar month beginning 19 February 1303, (2)
the lunar month beginning 15 December 1307, (3) one of the
months of Rajab comprised in the period beginning 7 August 1320
and ending 30 May 1329, and (4) one of the Rajahs of the
period beginning 24 October 1378 and ending 16 August 1387.
The record further defines the given year as a year of Cancer
(Saratan), and the question arises " w h a t does this mean?". I n
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every year the Sun appears to us to pass in turn through each
of the twelve Zodiacal signs, of which Cancer is the fourth.
How, therefore, can any particular year be identified with an
individual sign? It can hardly mean that the Sun was in Cancer
when the year began, for such a system, of which I have never
heard, would if applied to Muhammadan lunar years cause two
(or more) successive years to be called after the same sign,
inasmuch as the Muhammadan year shifts its beginning back 11
days each year (with an extra margin for leap-years), but the
Sun stays a month or so in each sign. If there ever was such a
system, the year A. II. 702 would not under it have been a Cancer
year, for that year began on 26 August 1302 and the Sun had
passed out of Cancer about a month previously. Nor would any
single year comprised in the alternatives given above satisfy the
condition: they all begin at wrong times, as anyone can see by
referring to a Muhammadan Calendar. That conceivable explanation, therefore, must be dismissed.
To my mind the only reasonable explanation seems to involve
the existence at that period of some 12-year cycle of year-names
following the names of the Zodiacal signs. Of such a system in
connection with the Muhammadan Calendar I have never heard;
but the Hindus had one, and it seems probable that we have here
again a relic of Indian tradition. This Hindu cycle was based on
the revolution round the Sun of the planet Jupiter, which takes
a little less than twelve of our years, the planet during that
period passing through each of the twelve signs and being nearly
a year in each. Now the Hindu solar year, which was used for the
purpose of this computation, began when the Sun entered the
Indian sign corresponding with our Aries, and whatever sign
Jupiter happened to be in at that moment, the year then beginning
received the name of that sign. Assuming that the writer of the
Trengganu record was following a traditional system inherited
from Hindu times, there remains the further question whether
that system was still understood (by those who used it) to be
in relation to the movements of Jupiter, or whether it had
degenerated into a merely mechanical naming of the years in
succession by names which had ceased to have any relation to
astronomical facts. To me the latter alternative seems the less
probable one in view of the curious circumstance that we have
the name Cancer given in Arabic, not in any traditional Indian
form. It looks as if the persons who used it knew that it had
an astronomical reference, at any rate. If we are forced to the
conclusion that the name had become a merely arbitrary one,
there is no point in paying any further attention to it, for it can
give no clue to the year intended. This is due to the circumstance
that at intervals of 85 or 86 years a sign-name would properly
have had to be suppressed because of the fact that in that period
Jupiter, owing to his time of staying in any one sign being some
days less than the length of our year, gets a whole year behind.
As we have no means of knowing when the change to a merely
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mechanical repetition occurred, if in fact it did occur, there is
therefore no possibility of identifying the year by its sign-name.
Supposing, however, that the system was still understood to
be in relation with the movements of the planet, how was it
worked after the introduction of the Muhammadan Calendar?
If the Hindu practice was still followed, the year being named
in accordance with the sign in which Jupiter stood at the entrance
of the Sun into the Indian representative of Aries, then A. H.
702 becomes impossible, and the same is true of A. H. 708.
Neither of the Indian years, beginning on the 25th March, 1302
and 1308, in which these Muhammadan years begin, is a Cancer
year under the Indian system. On the other hand, 1327 and
1386 are Cancer years, and it is conceivable that A. II. 728
(which began 17 November 1327) and A. H. 789 (which began
22 January 1387) might have been so styled.
It is possible, however, that the Indian system received a
further modification to adapt it to the Muhammadan Calendar.
Perhaps the Muhammadan year was named after the sign in which
Jupiter stood, not at the last preceding time of the Sun's entry
into Aries, but at the moment when the Muhammadan year itself
began. That would be a possible and perhaps a natural modification, as the Hindu practice took the initial point of the Indian
solar year, so the Islamized method may have taken the beginning
of the Muhammadan year as the determining point. In that
case A. H. 702 would rank as a Cancer year, A. H. 708 would not,
and in each of the periods A. H. 720-729 and 729-789 there would
be a year which could have been so styled, viz. A. H. 727 and
A. H. 788, which began on 27 November 1326 and 2 February
1386, respectively.
All this is very inconclusive, but it seemed worth while to state
the elements of the problem, so far as I understand them, in the
hope that something may turn up some day which will help us
to decide between all these conceivable alternatives. On general
grounds, I am inclined to lean towards the latest possible date.
But I am free to confess that this feeling, for it is nothing more,
is based on our ignorance of the condition of the Malay Peninsula
in the 14th century coupled with the relatively late 13th century
evidence for the establishment of Islam as a state religion in
Northern Sumatra. That, however, is not tantamount to proof,
it is merely calculated to raise some degree of presumption; and
if anybody prefers to accept one of the possible earlier dates for
the Islamization of Trengganu, it appears to me that on the
evidence as it stands at present, it cannot be shown that his view
is wrong. Whatever the date may have been, I think the record
was made at no long interval after it and there is, therefore, no
reason to doubt that it gives a true date, if only we could be sure
what that date really is.
I append a few notes on words that stand in need of a little
explanation.
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A 3. derma has one of the meanings, " law ", of the Sanskrit dharma from which it is derived, meraksa is from the stem
of the Sanskrit verb rakshati, " to govern", " to guard", " to
protect", or from the corresponding noun raksha, " guard ", with
the ordinary Malay prefix. The Kota Kapur inscription has
mangraksha with reference to the gods protecting the realm.
A 4. di-benua-ku: it might be possible to read aku or kau
instead of ku, but the spelling is against the first and the sense
against the second alternative (in place of which one would
anyhow rather expect mu) : penentu is a very doubtful reading,
assumed to be the agent form of menentukan (in the sense of
formulating or possibly establishing and enforcing). Another
conceivable reading would be pebantu or penbantu, " those who
help or support"; either form would be irregular in spelling,
though not much worse than the spelling of Trengganu in A 9.
Raja mandalika literally means "regional rajas", (from Sanskrit
mandalika, "relating to a region", mandalam). Whether these
are local independent rulers as opposed to the Khalifah of All
Islam, or territorial chiefs within the State of Trengganu, seems
uncertain. But mandalika in B 12 refers to territorial chiefs.
The Nagarakretagama (1365 A. D.) uses the term to describe the
" v a s s a l " states of Majapahit, of which it claims Trengganu as
•one.
A. 6. behumi is nearer to the Sanskrit bhumi than modern
burnt. penentua: the reading and meaning of this or the conceivable
alternative penbantua stand or fall with the doubtful penentu
of A 4. The termination a for an may be due to local dialect
(like the spelling of bujan for bujang in B. 8, C. 1-3). But the
Kota Kapur inscription has kawuata-nya as the noun of action
of wuat, modern buat, " to d o " , where we should now have
perbuatan-nya.
A. 8. berbajiki is doubtful, both in reading and in sense.
I have attempted to interpret it on the assumption that a verb
with the suffix i could (like some modern verbs in kan) take
both accusative and dative objects without more, as i was originally
itself a preposition.
A. 9. The spelling Tuhan was not always reserved for the
Deity. It occurs in a Sumatran inscription of 1347 A. D. in the
title of a minister of State. medudokkan may be due to local
dialect, or it may be an engraver's error for mendudokkan; tamra,
which evidently denotes the record itself (and in this particular
case could have been rendered " edict ") is probably an abbreviation
of the Sanskrit tamrasasana, " an edict, etc., inscribed on copper ",
which was the usual Indian way, alternatively with stone. I
imagine that the long association of the word with royal edicts,
grants, etc., coupled with ignorance of its true etymological
meaning, led to its abbreviation and to its use to describe this
stone record. Trengganu is spelt in this line with a dental (n)
instead of the velar nasal (ng). adi-pertama (Sanskrit adi
beginning, prathama, " f i r s t " ) is a doubtful reading, at any rate
as regards the adi.
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A. 10. sasanakala (Sanskrit sasanam, " Command, religion ",
Kala, " time ") seems to be a certain reading.
B 7. I take balachara to be a compound of Sanskrit bala,
'" childish, foolish ", and acara, " conduct " (also " rule, ordinance "
as in D 5 achara).
B 9. The spelling rautan (with alif) seems to indicate a
pronunciation as in rant, more archaic than modern rotan.
B 10. atawa (Sanskrit utava) should perhaps be written
utawa, and in any case is more archaic than modern atau.
B 11. hembalang occurs in Javanese in the sense of " pelting,
throwing ", stones, etc. It is perhaps significant that the record
does not use the technical Arabic term, which would probably not
have been generally understood at this period.
B 12. Is obscure, there being some doubt as to the reading.
I t is to be borne in mind that Islamic law requires for the proof
of sexual offences of the kind contemplated by the record the
evidence of four lawful male eye-witnesses of the act, or alternatively a confesion, which the culprit may subsequently retract.
Possibly the line means that if the culprit denies an offence which
would involve stoning, then he is still to be fined. Such a case
might arise if there were not four witnesses as the law requires,
but it was morally certain that the offence had in fact been
committed. The commutation of a penalty into a money payment
seems to be a concession to Indonesian ideas, not strict Muhammadan law. The top stroke of the second jika in B 12 has been
omitted, making the k look like l.
C 3. The reading tetua is doubtful; I take the word to be
a variant of tua-tua, from tua, " old ", with the sense of ketua,
"(village) elder."
C 4. bendara (spelt, like merdeka, in a less archaic form than
in modern Malay) here has its original sense of "store-house,
treasury" (Sanskrit bhandara, for bhandagara). The use of
bendahara as a title is due to its having been preceded by dato'
(like our "Lord of the Treasury").
C. 6. After balachara I think itu kena denda seem probable
readings; tida (also in D 1, 2, 4) agrees with the tula of the
Kota Kapur inscription and seems to show that the glottal stop
(represented by k in modern tidak) is a later accretion, as it
also is in dato' (Kota Kapur datu).
D 2. After tida I doubtfully conjecture teperbeya, cf.
Javanese bcya, "expenses, tolls", also a verb meaning to pay
such expenses. (It is supposed to come from Sanskrit vyaya,
" expenditure " ) .
D 3. pemain is a doubtful reading.
A grammatical point worthy of mention is the use of the
preposition di before words of time (A 10), whereas good modern
usage (now, however, not always observed) would confine it to words
of place.
I need hardly add, after what has been said above, that I
regard the translation I have proposed as being in many respects
tentative and provisional.

Karamat: sacred places and persons in
Malaya.
By R. O. WINSTEDT M.A., D. L I T T . (OXON.)

The study of sacred places and persons (karamat) in Malaya
has hardly received the attention it deserves. Research in this
field throws light not only on the nature-worship and ancestorworship of the primitive Malays but also on that facile canonization
of Muslim saints living and dead that marks the Indian source
from which Islam came originally to the Peninsula.
The traditions as to the fifty one sacred places and persons
recorded here have led to a classification of karamat under several
heads: (1) natural objects such as rocks, hilltops, capes, whirlpools and so on; (2) sacred tigers and crocodiles; (3) graves of
magicians; (4) graves of the founders of settlements; (5) graves
of Muslim saints, and (6) living Muslim saints. In my second
example a dead Sayid has been dragged in of recent years to hallow
the nature-worship centring round Pulau Aur. Muslim jins areoften used for the same object:—examples (4), (6) and (8).
Syncretism has made the kernel of many traditions hard to discover. Living saints often bear the hallmark of some physical
peculiarity: one has a hairy uvula, another is a dwarf, another is
short-sighted, another has half his tongue black. All have
mysterious powers and some can perform miracles. One mark
of a dead saint is the saffron-like fairness of his corpse: another
the mysterious separation of the head and foot stones of his grave..
The traditions here collected contain many details of interest
to the student of primitive religion and magic and it is to be
hoped that other enquirers may add to these records of the karamat
of Malaya.
Further material is to be found in W. W. Skeat's " Malay
Magic", pages 61-71, 153, 163-165, 283.
Natural objects—rocks, hill-tops, capes, whirlpool.
( 1 ) In the Perak river near a deserted village, Labit, and
opposite Mount Berembun stands a large isolated rock, above a
rapid known as the Bat's Elbow. The rock is called Gaffer Idol
(To' Berhala). From Labit to Mt. Berembun is stretched a magic
branch that lies at the bottom of the Perak river and rises,
mottled and mossy, to the surface only when the Gaffer wants
to use it as a bridge to his rock in midstream. For Gaffer Idol and
his wife Embun originally were mortals. One day the wife went
to this huge rock to bathe and vanished, carried off by the ghosts
of her ancestors. Her husband bewailed her fate and she came and*
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carried him off too. The Gaffer used to keep a pair of sambhur
deer and a pair of barking deer (each with gold neck-chains), a
white crocodile, and a white crow: prayer to his sacred rock will
render these animals visible at times. Neglected, the Gaffer can
cause sickness among settlers and passers-by, and the wrecking of
boats in the rapid. If his help is required to heal the sick, the
yellow thread, the betel quid and the cooling water to be used
as medicine must be laid on his rock for half an hour so that
the Gaffer may come invisibly and bless them. Thank-offerings
also are laid on the rock only for half an hour. Pawangs invoke his
aid to recover wreckage. They can find the spot where it lies by
casting a handful of rice on the stream where the boat sank, and
following the progress of the grain till it revolves: at that place
the sunken boat lies.
The kernel of this karamat is a rock and the legend that
anthropomorphism has woven round it embraces a sacred hilltop
also., Mt. Berembun.
( 2 ) In the China Sea is the Island of the Bamboo, Pulau
Aur. Formerly it was only a rock, out of which grew not any
plant commonly met in salt water but a bamboo with two joints.
Once the five sons of an Arab Sayid, who had settled at Daik,
were sailing in search of fortune when the eldest died at sea.
Mis brothers committed him to the waters along with two joints of
bamboo, as symbols of grave-stones. At their prayer the rocky islet
arose. Sailors in want of a favouring wind make offerings of rice
and goat's flesh, and hang up white and yellow rags on the island.
Then if they sail away fasting and with their thoughts fixed on
this sacred place they will get fair winds and a prosperous voyage.
(3) In the district of Lumut in the Bindings there is a
rock lying on a larger rock, which has been a sacred place for fifty
years or more. Once there was a pious Patani Malay in the district,
called Dato' Sulong. On several occasions he disappeared and on
his return said he had been visiting this Hanging Bock (Batu
Bertenggek). "One day he vanished for ever. Later he informed
the local pawang in a dream that the Hanging Bock was sacred
and that any one guilty of unseemly language or conduct in its
neighbourhood would fall sick. A pert boy tested the truth of the
tale and suffered from fever and vomiting until his father vowed
to offer at the rock seven plates of rice and seven black-skinned
fowls. Chinese as well as Malays revere the spot.
(4) At the foot of Gunong Mesah near Gopeng in Perak
there is a cave with several hanging rocks. One night the local
pawang dreamt that a Muslim jin, bearded and attired in Arab
dress, spoke to him, saying that one of the rocks was his dwellingplace and that people should not defile the cave. A sceptical boy
tried the experiment and at once got fever. By divination from
a candle set on the edge of an ewer of water the pawang discovered
the patient had been crossed (ketegoran) by a spirit downstream
—where the cave was. The patient confessed and was cured by
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an offering of rice and a black fowl to the jin in the cave. Today
all who pass the place exclaim, " Greetings, grandsire. Your
children ask leave to pass. Forgive them for what thay take o r
brush against, for they have no manners."
(5) Once upon a time a pelican was drinking on the brink
of the Jelai river at Kuala Lipis, Pahang, when there passed a
mythical giant, Sang Kelembai, who changed all he greeted intostone. So the pelican was turned into a bird-shaped rock and has
given its name to a pool (Lubok Batu Burong). The stone is
sacred and rags are hung upon it to this day. In the early days of
British protection a white man tested its sanctity by firing shots
at it. It showed no marks or damage.
( 6 ) In Elephant Hill (Gunong Gajah), near Kuala Dipang
in Kinta, Perak, there is a cave containing rocks and stones which
once were people engaged in a feast, when Sang Gedumbai
(= Kelembai) passed and by his greeting petrified them. An
old midwife lived at the edge of the cave. Once she vanished1
for a week and returned at last, sallying out of the jungle with
a basketful of various foods. She said a Muslim jin had fetched
her to deliver his wife at the top of the hill. There too was a
town with shops, where the jin had bought presents for her. He
had told her to appeal to him in trouble when he would visit her
in dreams. In later times a local magician reported that the tale
was true and that the child delivered had married a mortal. The
sanctity of the hill was confirmed by the fact that the vow of an
offering by the parent of a sick child caused its recovery.
( 7 ) At Merlimau in Malacca about four miles from the sea
there stood a large sacred rock called the Junk (Batu Jong) until
in 1920 A. D. the Public Works Department broke it up to make
the Jasin road. Once upon a time a naughty boy, Ragam, ran
away from home till he came to the sea-shore. Seeing a junk
pass gay with flags and music he took off his coat and waved.
The captain stopped his ship and took the boy to his mistress, the
princess of Ledang Island. 'She brought him up and eventually
made him captain of her ship. Some years later, when his crew
were ashore, an old shabby woman hearing the name of their
captain declared he must be her lost son. When she was taken
aboard, Nakhoda Ragam failed to recognize her and disowned her.
Weeping she returned. But the petrified remains of the junk
and its anchor, of an elephant that was on board and of the
clothes of the crew remained till 1920 as witness to the fate
that overtook the unfilial captain. All this happened when sea
lapped the foot of Gunong Ledang.
(8) Near the village of Batu Kikir in the Kuala Pilah
district there is a peak like an ant-hill in the Melintang range.
It is called Bukit Merbau after a tall merbau tree that crowns it.
Thither a headman once led his people to decide a case between a
man, Haji Sa'iran, and his fellow-villagers, who, falsely, the Haji
said, declared that his ne'er-do-well son, Long, the child of his
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old age, was a bastard. Long alone of the party fainted and failed
to reach the top. On the summit was discovered a flat stone with
a hollow full of water. Its warder is a Muslim jin, called Green
Turban, who is accompanied by a were-tiger, Dato' Negun. If
any evil is about to overtake or any alien tiger about to enter the
district, this ghost tiger roams round it roaring for three nights.
People make vows at this sacred place for recovery from sickness,
for plentiful crops and so on. Formerly incense and invocations
would produce magic crockery on the summit for the use of those
believers who lacked plates and dishes for a feast. But borrowers
failed to return them or returned cracked ware for good. So this
miracle has ceased!
(9) On the top of Gunong Rembau are rocks, which once
upon a time were the palace, the goatpen and the fowl-house of
a prince. There also are two ponds, the Footprint pond and the
Cooking Pot pond. Many vow to present offerings at this sacred
spot in return for riches or good crops. If a request is going
to be answered, there will be water in the ponds: if it is going
to be refused, the water will at once dry up. A fierce wind will
strip stolen clothes off any dishonest person who scales the
mountain. Formerly the mountain was an island, where a Pasai
prince and his consort, Princess Manila, landed and settled.
Gradually dry land silted around it and the prince's settlement
was peopled with aboriginal Malays. The prince retired to live
a hermit's life at Cape Rachado but his consort still lives atop
Gunong Rembau, whence in one step she can visit her husband.
Some detect at this cape the footprints of this princess, who if
invoked will step down from her hill to push off ships ashore on
the promontory. Again. At the extremity of Cape Rachado
there is a whirl-pool, about a chain square, inhabited by a female
Muslim jin, who can cause and cure sickness.
( 1 0 ) There was an old pawang, Nenek Anggam, of Sungai
Baharu, Malacca to whom a Muslim saint revealed in a dream
that at the confines of the parish there was a holy spot marked
by a tall tree and a great rock bearing the marks of a tigress
and her cubs. It lies at the source of the river that irrigates the
local rice-fields. It is called Karamat Dato' Budi and prayers
are said there yearly before the rice seed is planted. A gold-mine
was once opened in the neighbourhood but the coolies fell sick or
were killed by tigers: the Chinese headman dreamt that the spirit
of the karamat demanded seven women, primae gravidae, and work
stopped. After the harvest a great feast is held, scraps of the
different sorts of food being left as offerings.
( 1 1 ) In Market street, Teluk Anson, stands a tall pulai
tree. When two Indian coolies were ordered to fell it, the hacks
they made by day closed up by night and they themselves died.
Then a Malay pawang dreamt it was a sacred tree, where ghosts
and spirits sport, and ever since all races, Malays, Chinese, Indians,
have laid offerings there.
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( 1 2 ) An old couple had seven sons. One day they went
to bathe in the Muar river and did not return. Only their clothes
were found. But a bearded figure in Arab clothes visited their
father in a dream and told him that his sons had been transformed
into saints with invisible bodies like fairies and one of them
guarded Mensira. Now at that spot is a huge mensira tree unto
this day. Under it are often met a tiger, a crocodile, snakes and
scorpions, to kill any one of which would bring disaster on the
parish. People make vows there. Formerly incense and prayer
would produce magic plates for those in need, but this miracle
has ceased, because, instead of returning the shards of any broken,
borrowers replaced them with whole but ordinary plates.
( 1 3 ) A pawang lived on Gunong Berembun in Negri
Sembilan. He had seven sons, to whom he taught his magic.
Finally he sent them to practice austerities (bertapa) beside a
stream. After twice seven days he searched for them. They had
disappeared. But a bearded fairy prince (raja orang bunyian)
in Arab dress visited him in a dream and told how his sons had
become saints. They had all plunged into the stream and the
youngest had risen to the surface at Kuala Sungai Dioh. To
guard the sacred spot he haunts are four warders: a lame tiger
that rules the jungle, a white crocodile and a white snake which
rule the water, a white gibbon that rules beasts and men. The
white gibbon was once a princess of Pagar Ruyong and was turned
into a gibbon for breaking troth with Anggun Che Tunggal!
The lame tiger was captured by the saint of Kuala Sungai Dioh
from a band of tigers, guardians of the sacred place on Gunong
Ledang, who had come to attack the karamat at Kuala Sungai
Dioh. Having learnt their purpose in the form of a cat, he
went behind a bertam bush and made his body as big as a
mountain ; then he chased the tigers so that their rush broke a pass
through a hill, still called Bukit Putus; one of them he captured
and made a warder of his domain. A Sakai saw all this happen.
No pawang will let his people wash mosquito-curtain or currystone in a river above a sacred place, because the white crocodile
and the white snake once slew a couple who defiled their river and
inconvenienced their fish by doing so. The white gibbon was
hooting at the time. So pawangs say the hoot of the gibbon at
midday betokens the death of a man by violence. Offerings are
made, incense burnt and trays of food hung on a certain twisted
root at Kuala Dioh. If a sick man recovers, he fulfils his vow
by offering white and black broth, a black fowl and a portrait of
himself made of dough. At the beginning of the planting season
a mock combat with calladium stems takes place there, a buffalo
is slaughtered, and a portion of blood and flesh given to each
person to take away and plant in the corner of his or her field
as an offering to earth spirits.
( 1 4 ) A couple living on Ayer Hitam hill, Penang, had
•seven virgin daughters. Every day the girls took their goats to
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graze till one day three of the girls went astray and took refuge
in a cave. The youngest, Che Nah, was lost on the return the
following day and her foot became caught in a crevice. An old
man found her there but her body had turned to stone. She had
become a karamat. Her father prayed to her to relieve his poverty.
In a dream she told him to dig at the foot of a tree where he
would find gold. A hut has been built over the sacred stone.
Malays, Tamils, Indians and Eurasians frequent the place. It is
known as Karamat Che Nah or as Karamat tujoh beradek.
A variant account states that Che Nah died at home but
appeared to her sisters in a dream, instructing that her body
should not be buried but cast into the jungle. On returning to
the spot they found it occupied by their sister in the form of a
white tigress. In a dream she warned her sisters that they should
remove to Pulau Tikus Kechil, where now there is another famous
karamat. After they had removed, an old man Harun took
offerings to the tigress. When he died, the beast disappeared.
( 1 5 ) Between Tambun and Pulai in Kinta there is a rock
bearing a mark which has made it a karamat. It is the footprint
of a famous medicine-man, Pawang Rejab. One day he went, as
was his custom, to fossick for tin. With him he took his son,
whom he warned not to express surprise at what he saw. But
when his father started to work, he was so amazed that he cried
out, "Why, father, you split rock easily with a twig (puchok
dedap) ! Other folk would find it hard to split with iron."
His father did not hear. So the boy repeated this remark three
times. Straightway the Pawang uttered a loud cry, sprang and
slipped along the rock to seize his son by his long lock of hair,
whereupon they both vanished. The mark where his foot slipped
is still on the sacred rock. Soon afterwards the Pawang's wife and
property also vanished.
( 1 6 ) The karamat at Paro'i between Seremban and Bukit
Putus embraces traditions of hills, of a well now filled up but
due originally to the footprint of a sacred white elephant, of seven
or eight families who founded the village beside the well and of
eight Arab missionaries who sailed from Sumatra to Patani and
Kedah (wherefore those countries are celebrated for religion to
this day), fared then to the top of Bukit Putus (where today
there is a hut for folk to pay their vows in) and so down to the
sacred well at Paroi. A Malay saw seven of them dive into the
well, whence they never rose again:—for they came up at the
Seven Hills (Bukit tujoh) near Sri Menanti, so that all who
approach those hills today say " Greetings, Gaffers! Your grandchild would pass." The eighth Arab stayed on the brink and told
the Malay all about himself and his fellows so that the legend
might be preserved! The next morning he too dived into the
well and vanished, to become the karamat of Paro'i. One account
makes him leader of an army of were-tigers. And in Negri
Sembilan any one angry with his cattle utters the imprecation,
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" May the Dato Paroi attack you!" Malays, Hindus and Chinese
revere the spot, which in 1922 was visited by H. H. the Yang
di-pertuan.
Sacred Tigers and Crocodiles.
(17)
When Tun Ali (died 1847) ruled Pahang, there lived
in Chini lake a huge crocodile called the Luck (seri) of Pahang.
He was betrothed but his betrothed was carried off by another
crocodile, called the Luck of Cambodia. Transforming himself
into a human pilgrim or Haji, the Luck of Pahang took ship to
the sea of Cambodia where resuming his proper shape he leapt
into the water and sought his rival. His rival took shelter in a
rocky cave. Dashing after him the Luck of Pahang hurt himself
and so was worsted in the encounter. He returned to Pahang,
hanging on to the rudder of a ship but could ascend the river no
further than Pasir Panjang near the estuary. A pawang about
to go to Chini lake dreamt that the Luck of Pahang bade him
inform the crocodiles there that they must go down to Pasir
Panjang to meet their dying lord. All the crocodiles of the
Pahang river and its tributaries went down. Tun Ali, ruler of
Pahang, also had a dream, in which the Luck of Pahang asked
to be shrouded and buried at Pasir Panjang. This his highness
did, using 70 rolls of linen. White rags and palm blossoms are
hung beside the grave and vows are made to bathe the sick there
if in answer to their friends' invocations to the sacred crocodile
they regain their health.
( 1 8 ) About 30 years ago a tiger frequented a cave in
Gunong Kurau near Kampong Sungai Akar, Perak. He molested
no one and over his resting-place in the cave was what looked like
curtains of stone. Three nights running one Haji Muhammad
Salleh dreamt that this tiger was sacred. And when his child
fell ill, he vowed that if the infant recovered he would bathe it
at the door of the cave, sacrificing a white goat and burning
incense. This he did, unharmed by its inhabitant. Today the
tiger is very old and can hardly crawl. But all the villagers
believe he is sacred.
Graves of Magicians.
(19)
At Bukit Serudong in Rembau there is the sacred
grave of a famous pawang, To' Anggut, to which folk resort for
recovery from sickness, for good crops or if any of their relations
have been arrested by the myrmidons of the law:—it is guarded
by a were-tiger, the familiar of local medicine-men, as once it was
the familiar of To' Anggut. This worthy is reputed to have
founded the custom of mock combats before clearing the ricefields. For seven days he visited all homesteads in a procession
headed by a spearsman and seven flag-carriers. On the last day
a white and a black goat were sacrificed, and the combat with
calladium stems took place. He also instituted lustration for the
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sick and tied threads and lead on their wrists. In epidemics
he let no one cut down vegetation, or slay beasts for seven days;
no one might leave the house of the sick or talk to visitors or
strangers.
( 2 0 ) At Bagan Tambang, Teluk Ayer Tawar, in Province
Wellesley there died on the 25th June 1817 a famous Pawang
Hitam the son of Haji Abdul-Karim, aged 98 years. One Friday
night an adult grandson dreamt that the deceased had become
a karamat. Soon afterwards there was a theft in the village.
Diviners failed to trace the stolen goods. Then their owner vowed
to offer saffron rice and a white cock at the Pawang's tomb, it he
would help to find them. Forthwith the idea came that the goods
were buried in the sand at the foot of a certain tall tree. There,
to be sure, they were unearthed, the thief not having had time to
remove them. Vows at this tomb will also help the sick.
( 2 1 ) About 100 years ago at Kemunting near Taiping
there lived an old Achehnese midwife or medicine-woman called
To' Bidan Lanjut, to whose grave people of all races resort asking
for offspring or health or wealth. Her grave is under a huge tree
on which supplicants hang rags or stones. An Indian Muslim
is employed by the Chinese miners to look after this holy place.
Graves of founders of settlements.
(22)
Among the founders of Trong in Perak was a famous
medicine-man, Johan. Vows are made at his grave, incense burnt
there and a curtained frame hung over it.
( 2 3 ) In the parish of Pengkalan Baharu in the Dindings
there is a sacred place in the middle of a plain (Karamat To'
Padang), reputed to be the grave of a Bugis prince, Johan.
Gangga Shah Johan, (who was worsted by Raja Suran according
to the " Malay Annals ") invited Johan to a combat with his son,
the winner of which was to wed his niece Princess Puchok
Kelumpang. But the defeated prince persuaded his father's
vizier to fence with his Bugis rival, and Johan was slain by
a stream (called Alur darah ' the gully of blood') where the
water still flows red. The grave with an Arabic inscription still
stands beside the Bruas river. A were-tiger there keeps off
elephants and grouting pigs; a crocodile is warder of the adjacent
river-bank; a white cock dusts the grave with his wings. Beside
it is a tall fig tree; a Chinaman started to fell it for a planter but
was struck with paralysis and did not recover till his comrades
laid offerings before the tree.
The ancient grave of an unknown man seems to have started
this legend.
( 2 4 ) Near the Malay school at Salak Nama, Rembau, is the
sacred grave of Dato' Sri Maharaja (younger brother of Dato'
Laut), one of the founders of Rembau. Tradition says that he
had a hairy tongue; whenever he spoke, the hairs fell into his
lap; when he had finished talking, he replaced them in his mouth!
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( 2 5 ) A poor Achinese fisherman having caught nothing
visited an island where a saint seated on a white rock gave him
a twig which would always attract fish. So he became rich and
was called Dato' Pulau, " Island Chief." He left Sumatra for
Negri Sembilan where he settled and married at Kampong Glong.
Later he founded Pengacheh, where he became famous as a
medicine-man. He had two daughters, Kudeh and Machang, the
ancestresses of the two divisions of the local Achinese tribe (anah
Acheh darat and anah Acheh baroh). The grave of this founder
and medicine-man is sacred, the resort of suppliants.
The wife of this chief ran away from him, after accidentally
burning her bosom in a pan full of hot sugar. She hid by the
riverside, where a white crocodile came and licked it and made
it well. So to this day the Glong tribe (suhu Glong) shroud and
bury dead crocodiles.
( 2 6 ) Three brothers, members of the royal house of
Pontianak migrated first to Bangka and then in the time of
Sultan Husain (1809 A. D.) to a spot on the coast of Singapore
harbour. The eldest was named Lasa, the youngest Bujang and
the other Lasam. As they were making a clearing, a storm came
accompanied by great darkness. So they called the place Siglap !
Immigrants from Riau and Lingga swelled the population. So,
Lasa having returned to Pontianak, the English made Lasam
chief (Penghulu) of the place. Once a Bugis, Wak Biak, ran
amuck, killing several people. No one could capture him. Lasam
arrested him single-handed. The police let him escape and he
killed more people. Lasam again captured him. People began
to regard their Penghulu as sacred (haramat). Lasam died and
the colour of the corpse was like saffron. This confirmed his
sanctity and vows are still paid at his grave.
( 2 7 ) Several hundred years ago eight holy men came to
Pahang from Minangkabau, including To' Tun Bahau, To' Tun
Cheruis, To' Tun Bandan, To' Panglima Mat Kasim. The last
settled at Segenting near Kuala Cheka and had four sons, whose
sacred graves are at Yong Blit, Yong Kudong, Aur Gading and
Kampong Atir. Most sacred of all is the grave of the father,
karamat Segenting, On his tomb is a stone, which was the water
vessel (gopong) he used for his religious ablutions. Alive h e kept
two crocodiles, with rattan cords through their noses. These
crocodiles appear to persons who fail to fulfil vows at their
master's tomb. The great flood of 1885 covered all the surrounding
land but not that grave. Goats are slaughtered and white cocks
loosed beside the tomb by those whose prayers there have been
answered.
Graves of Muslim Saints.
(28)
In former days, the route into Perak was from Bruas
to the Hill of the Achinese Grave (changhat hubor Acheh) in the
parish of Blanja. Once at that Hill there was a large settlement
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with a mosque. A princess lived there, betrothed to a Bruas
trader, Muda Che' Maalim. But another Bruas trader, Che' Idin,
came in his absence and forcibly married her. A fight ensued.
Che' Maalim entering the mosque in pursuit of fugitives, saw its
keeper (siak) behind a pillar and hacked at him, where-upon he
vanished mysteriously. The two rival lovers fought and perished.
Soon afterwards a man dreamt that To' Siak had become a saint
(karamat) and founded an invisible settlement, where the material
settlement wasted by fighting had sunk back into the jungle.
Later another dream revealed that To' Siak had removed to
Changkat Kuala Parah on the Perak river. A tiger and a
crocodile guard the place sacred to him.
Syncretism has composed this karamat of hills, a founder,
a saint and a shadowy tradition of a grave.
( 2 9 ) Thirty years ago a pious Muslim trader, Muhammad
Rawi, opened a shop in Gopeng, Perak, and prospered. He went
alone to Mecca and on his return was styled Shaikh. Later at
his funeral rain fell, though the sun was shining. A grandson
of the deceased fell very ill and his parents vowed to bathe him
at the Shaikh's tomb if he recovered. At once the child got well
and the tomb became a sacred spot where vows are made.
( 3 0 ) Two hundred years ago at Bukit Tersan near Raub
lived a very pious man possessed of magical arts. He and his
family are buried there in tombs waist-high. The saint is known
as Dato' Karamat. The sick make vows to bathe there, hang
flags and release a white fowl on the grave if they recover. Those
who make vows, at once have white flags hung here as symbols
that a vow has been made. Some drink the water from the
crevices of the grave-stones.
( 3 1 ) A pious Achinese, To' Pakeh, settled at Nibong Tebal
and died there in an odour of sanctity. His grave at Matang
Pauh is still honoured. His son, To' Baik, followed his example.
One day he went down to the Krian river to get water for his
ritual ablutions. A crocodile seized him. But five or six times
he rose to the surface, ejaculating, " It is well" (baik!).
his left leg was recovered and duly buried near Xibong
A villager dreamt that the deceased had become a saint(karan.
The crocodile, which still lives, is also regarded as sacred.
To' Baik's tomb Malays, Indians and Chinese make vows
supplication.
( 3 2 ) At Kampong Jalan Baharu, Penang, is the sacred
grave of Dato' Janggut, who was born, the youngest of five
children, in 1824 A. D, and died in 1884. He had a great name
as a religious teacher. After his burial a voice reciting the Quran
was heard from his grave. One Friday night a light as of fire
shone on the tomb and a figure, the exact likeness of To' Janggut,
was sitting there reading a religious book. The tomb became
a sacred place. Suppliants offer candles and money there. All
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who pass by or wish to take any of the money lying there, must
invoke the saint thrice for permission, or sickness will overtake
them.
( 3 3 ) There was a poor pious keeper of the mosque at the
village of Lahar Ikan Mati in Province Wellesley, called Lebai
Qadir. When he died, the imam went to the mosque one night
to pray for his soul. He fell asleep and Lebai Qadir visited him
in a dream and told him that he would answer the vows of all
who invoked him. The sick vow to offer saffron rice, slaughter a
goat or release a white fowl at his tomb, if they recover.
( 3 4 ) At Ampang three miles from Kuala Lumpur is the
sacred tomb of a pious Sumatran immigrant, To' Janggut, who
kept a pony and cattle there nearly fifty years ago. When he
died, his pony, his buffalo and his cow seemed to go mad and
refused food and drink, sleeping at night by the grave. There
the pony died first and next the cow and the buffalo. People
marvelled and surmised that the deceased was a saint. The
fulfilment of prayers in response to vows made there confirmed
this belief. Rich Chinese have built a shrine over the grave, so
that it is known as Karamat Tangga China. A yellow mosquitonet is hung over it but renewed at short intervals, as suppliants
take scraps of it to make amulets.
Another account of this saint is given below (42).
( 3 5 ) In the last century a pious Muslim teacher, Shaikh
Abdul-Ghani settled at Gopeng. One day after his death a pupil
of his fell into financial trouble and invoked his dead teacher,
vowing, " If I am released from this trouble, I will bring flags
and water and repair the tomb of my master." His prayer was
answered, and the Shaikh's tomb became a sacred place.
( 3 6 ) At Ketapang in the district of Pekan, Pahang, is the
sacred grave (makam To' Panjang) of a pious Malay, Jaafar, who
married. After he died, the head and foot stones of his
separated to a length of 15 feet. So he was accounted a
and vows are made for his help.
( 3 7 ) A very poor but pious couple lived in the parish of
adu, Pahang. One Friday the husband died on his praying
The wife went to beg a shroud. When she returned with
assistance, a light was seen to be shining from the navel of the
corpse. Soon after the wife died, also on a Friday. A man
passing the graves saw that tall stones adorned them and curtains,
and that an angel in the form of an aged man sat within the
curtains. The passer-by enquired, what he did. The angel
replied, " I guard this sacred tomb." Said the man, " If indeed
it be sacred, let the stones be parted." The stones parted, making
the grave 30 feet long. It is called Karamat To' Panjang, Bruas
and is at Kampong Marhum in the district of Kuala Pahang.
All races respect it.
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( 3 8 ) At Kampong Baharu, beside a branch of the Dinding
River, is the grave of a pious Chinese convert to Islam, guarded
by a crocodile who upsets the boats of the profane and irreverent.
Once a rubber-planter ordered his coolies to throw rubbish round
the grave. He died and most of the coolies fell sick. Villagers
then cleaned up the site and found several remarkable objects:—
in the middle of the grave a stone three feet high and six feet
round, larger at the base than the top; beside the river bank, a
large flat stone like a mat, two large and several smaller wells
and a betel-chewer's stone spittoon.
(It is just possible that this spot might be of interest to an
archaeologist?)
( 3 9 ) At Kampong Gedang in the Jelebu district is the
sacred grave of To' Rabun, who was born short-sighted (as his
name implies) forty years ago and brought his needy parents
luck and riches. They died and then their child's presence made
the trees and crops of his guardian flourish. To' Rabun also
died at the age of eight. His grave was forgotten till recently
the village headman dreamt that the child visited him in a dream,
announced that having reached the age of 40 he was a saint, and
that his grave would be discovered at the end of a certain gully.
There the dreamer found it, under a huge leban tree. Now folk
make supplications to the saint and hang yellow cloth in the sacred
tree in his keeping. Many revere the tree rather than the grave.
Recently a tiger caused much loss in the neighbourhood till an
old man dreamt the tiger was the saint, who enraged at the
villagers' lack of faith in him had taken this form.
Living Saints.
( 4 0 ) In Mecca there lived once a pious religious teacher,
Shaikh Muhammad, who had a devoted pupil, Shaikh Ahmad.
They sailed to Java, where they made many converts and Shaikh
Muhammad received the title of Shaikh Mutaram. A year later
they came to Mecca, where their shining countenances and the
efficacy of their prayers for the sick earned them the reputation
of living saints. They said they would die in Malacca and both
asked to be buried on the top of Bukit Gedong. Both died at
the same time and were buried, as they had desired, Shaikh
Mutaram on the right of his friend. A pupil of Shaikh Mutaram
dreamt that his master had become a saint and going to the
hilltop discovered that the distance between the two graves and
between their headstones and footstones had grown! He prayed
that if his dream were true, a strange snake and a strange bird
might appear. Straightway they appeared but vanished when
he prayed. To this day these sacred graves are honoured by
suppliants.
( 4 1 ) About 1880 A. D. there came to Klang an Arab,
Shaikh Muhammad Ali, said by some to have been a kinsman
of Habib Nob whose sacred tomb stands on a hill at Teluk Ayer,
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in Singapore. He had the gift of seeing the future and all his
prophecies came true. He could read thoughts and he cured the
sick merely by the words, " Be well." His uvula was hairy and
he clipped it once a week. In his life he became a saint and his
tomb near Simpang Lima, Klang, is the resort of those who
want children or health. A way to test if the dead saint will
cause a vow to be fulfilled is to take a stick and say, ' If thou
wilt help me, let this stick grow longer ': if help is to be forthcoming, it will lengthen at once. All races make vows at this
tomb.
( 4 2 ) There was a poor pious Sumatran, Shaikh Taih, who
wandered about Selangor asking alms and living at times as a
hermit. Once he lived as a hermit at Batang Kali for seven days.
Wherever he did this has become a sacred spot (karamat). He
always read as he walked. House or mosque he would enter by
one door and always leave by another or through a window. If
he came across any article lying right side up he would turn it
bottom upwards: any article lying bottom upwards he would
place right side up, saying " It must be tired of one position "!
His prayer could revive the sick. The alms people gave to him
he distributed to the poor.
He was recognized as a saint. He
settled at Tangga China and died there where his grave is revered
as a sacred place.
( 4 3 ) At Jeram in Selangor, there lived a pious old
Javanese, Lebai Husain. Once when he was about to go to Mecca,
all his money was stolen. Soon afterwards he said to his children,
" Tonight I go to Mecca " and forthwith vanished. At morning
prayer he reappeared with shining face and a sweet smell. He got
to care little for food and drink and raiment and he prayed
much. One day he prophesied that in three days time a shoal
of whales would be cast up on the beach. This happened and the
English collected skin and skeleton of one whale. Another time
a woman brought an infant blind in one eye. Before she spoke
he divined her purpose. With his spittle he cured the child's
sight. A man complained of the theft of his goods. " On Friday
at dawn the thief will lay them by your house-ladder " said
Lebai Husain and his words came true. While alive he was
accounted a saint and his tomb is a place of pilgrimage for all
races.
( 4 4 ) A pious Javanese goldsmith, Pa' Tukang Rena, settled
at Serkam in Malacca and married there. One day digging his
garden he struck a large lump of gold which however turned
the colour of coal. He died and his wife sold the property. The
eldest son of the buyer, and his pious wife, Che Puteh, built a
house opposite the tomb of the dead goldsmith. Che' Puteh
dreamt that a bearded saint in Arab dress appeared and said to-er, "Guard my tomb in your garden and you shall have your
reward." This she did and burnt incense there every Thursday
night. One day seven snakes were descried in a bunch on the*
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Toof of Che' Puteh's house. After a while they vanished and two
hours later dollars and silver and copper coins rained from the
roof every quarter of an hour for a whole hour. Che' Puteh
fainted. Those present prayed, " If in truth here is the tomb
of a saint (wali), may this woman recover." Straightway she
revived. After that all races believed in the sanctity of the grave
but suppliants must use Che' Puteh as an intermediary, and tell
her their need, whereupon she will light tapers and burn incense
at the tomb. Che' Puteh herself has become a living saint
(karamat hidup) and wears yellow robes every day. People give
her many offerings!
( 4 5 ) Formerly there lived at Chembong in the Rembau
district a very poor pious orphan, called Lebai Janggut. One
day he fell into a trance lasting several hours. On recovery he
discoursed of the pillars of Islam, of divination, of the places
in the neighbourhood frequented by Muslim genies and the way
to placate them. People said, ' He has become a saint' and
honoured him. Many besought him for amulets and medicine.
Once he persuaded the villagers to build a mosque of bricks
(masjid tanah). For drum he bade them get a tree-trunk thirty
feet long. When the trunk was bored and ready, thirty men
failed to lift it, till Lebai Janggut waved over it seven times.
On Thursday evenings and feast days it sounded of its own accord.
In the mosque at that time was a basket of a hundred plates not
of mortal fashioning. To this day on Fridays and other days
people pay their vows to the dead saint.
( 4 6 ) At Bukit Tunjang in Kedah there lived a very pious
man, To' Alim. His person was fair; his teeth, his nails and
half his tongue were black. For his ritual ablutions he used forty
four cans of water. He wore seven layers of raiment, like his
grandfather To' Dahman, who was also a karamat. On a Thursday
night in A. H. 1340 he died. The same night he informed the
Sultan of Kedah of the occurrence in a dream and bade His
Highness invoke him if ever there were trouble in the land. The
Sultan attended his obsequies. He was buried on the top of Bukit
Tunjang. His gravestone is fifteen feet long and the grave is
known as the sacred place of the White Stone (Karamat Batu
Puteh). Every year his descendants fix beside it in a tall tree
a revolving wheel of bamboos slit so as to make a roaring sound:
omission to do this would bring misfortune. Invocation of this
saint will make his tomb or a tiger appear before one, if such
an apparition has been prayed for.
( 4 7 ) In 1876 A. D. an Arab, Sayid Makbuli, came to
Taiping and settled there as a religious teacher. One day a
Malay suffering from discoloration of the skin (sopak) held out
his hands for alms. The Sayid prayed to Allah, spat on the
skin and the disease vanished. The patient contrived to give a
thanksgiving feast to the Sayid and a few friends. The Sayid
asked him why he had not invited more people. He replied that
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he had not got enough rice. " Go" said the Sayid, " and call
all the folk from the mosque." Then he prayed to Allah and
the rice on the dish, so far from being insufficient, did not
decrease although all helped themselves to it. He was recognized
as a saint. When he died in 1886, his grave near the Taiping
mosque became a sacred place.
( 4 8 ) Seventy years ago a Perak Malay dwarf only three
feet tall was leader of the mosque at Menglembu. He was called
Imam Pandak. Every morning it was his custom to go in search
of some particular food, mush-rooms or fish or fruit: nothing
else would he take home, and whether he got his heart's desire
or not he returned home about ten o'clock. Though poor he
gave alms. If a borrower failed to repay, ill-luck overtook him.
He was fond of buying and releasing wild animals and birds.
When he reached the age of forty, folk invoked him as a saint.
When at the age of 48 he died, a huge crowd attended the funeral
and then incontinently disappeared. The villagers said they must
have been angels or Muslim genies. The grave is only 3 feet
long. In 1919 A. D. one Haji Abdul-Rahman tried to fell a
durian tree beside this grave but though he hacked it for four
days and cut it almost through, it would not fall until he invoked
the assistance of this Saint.
( 4 9 ) There was once a swashbuckler, Abu's-Samad, who
fled from Patani on account of his misdeeds and went to Mecca
where he lived for years. At last one of his pupils, Haji Ismail,
brought him to Kampong Permatang on Sungai Dua in Province
Wellesley. There he married and had children. He had a wonderful turtle-dove (merbok) which often crowed by day: when it
crowed at night, good luck came on the morrow. The bird died
and a month later, its corpse was found beneath the house
uncorrupted: it was bathed, shrouded and is still kept in a box.
Also Abu's-Samad kept a hen that crowed like a cock. One day
as she was cooking, his wife saw the water in a jar was finished:
her husband fetched water from the well and in it floated a
wonderful white mushroom! These portents and his piety have
earned Haji Abu's-Samad the name of a saint. In 1917 A. D.
Sultan Abdul-Jalil of Perak visited him. He is about 80 years'
old now.
( 5 0 ) About 200 years ago there lived in the Temerloh
district of Pahang, a pious boy Shaikh Abdullah who devoted his
life to religion and fed only once a day or once in four days.
One Friday he vanised but at last was found in the mosque beside
the bilal, clad in sweet-smelling raiment and shining with a
radiant light. Another day, when his boat capsized in a storm,
he walked ashore on the water. So he got the name of a living
saint. During great floods, he would tie branches and fronds
to tall tree trunks to help mice and insects to escape. In A. H.
1135 he sailed for Mecca and stayed there for five years. He
died in A. H. 1160 aged 75 years. His grave is known as makam
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To' Shaikh Sentang. Seven days after the burial, the head and
foot stones separated and are now 15 feet apart. Vows arefrequently paid there.
( 5 1 ) There was born in the district of Temerloh Pahang,
a man of mixed Indian descent, Haji Abubakar son of Haji AbdulKarim, and grandson of Tambi Badoh (whose sacred grave is at
Pulau Malang). He acquired much religious knowledge partly
by study, mainly in dreams. All his words came true and despite
his protests folk began to make supplications and fulfil vows to him
as a living saint.
He was master of a charm (petunang belit)
that could send a bullet to its mark, though that mark were
invisible and the gun pointed in another direction. He was as
strong as seven elephants. His profession was that of a boatbuilder. He died in 1891 A. D. at the age of 120 and his grave
at Kampong Karai is sacred.

Malay Customs and Beliefs
as recorded in Malay literature and folklore
By

H.

OVERBECK.

Part I.
As most of the written as well as of the unwritten literature
of the Malays probably dates from the time when the Malayan
kingdoms were in the zenith of their power, and, untouched by
European influence, the old custom's and beliefs were still in vogue,
the evidence gathered from such literature should have value.
Though much of the material is taken from fairytales and works of
fiction, the ceremonies, customs and beliefs anentioned therein are
based on tradition, and are not merely the product of the imagination of the story-teller.
The origin of the Malays and the foreign influences to be
found in their customs and traditions are still a matter of controversy, and the problem can be solved only by means of the comparative method. The field of research for such comparative work
should stretch from Arabia right across Asia to China and down
to the islands of the southern Pacific, and research is the more difficult las only a small fraction of the evidence of the people themselves is available in a European language. Of Malay literature
and folklore but little has been translated into a European language,
and tan English version of the passages here collected should assist
workers of the comparative system ignorant of the Malay language.
Unfortunately the classical period of Malay literature
ended with the decline of the Malay kingdoms soon after
the arrival of Europeans and the treasures of former times were
scattered by European collectors before the first printing press
had reached Malaya. Thus only a comparatively small part of
the Malay literature is within the reach of the average European
student of to-day. The works published in the " Malay Literature
Series " have been my principal collecting ground, and the
" Penglipur-Lara tales" as told by the professional story-teller,
published by Messrs. Winstedt and Sturrock in that series, have
proved veritable treasure-mines.
Works obviously of Indian, Arabian or Javanese origin have
been left out altogether.
Birth.
The idea that a woman may conceive by partaking of some
particular food is sometimes met with in Malay literature. In the
" Shaer Seri Banian," the rhymed version of the " Hikayat
Salindong Pali ma," we read that Prince Bangsegara warns his
sister, Princess Seri Banian, not to eat any pomegranates, as their
country, being devastated by the Geruda, may be haunted by
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mischievous ghosts and devils. But Seri Banian partakes of a
pomegranate, and a few days later feels that she is with child.
She gives hirth to a daughter and dies. In a later episode her
daughter, Salindong Dalima, tells Prince Bangsegara in a song
that her father is a certain Dewa Laksana, who was incarnated in
the pomegranate which Seri Banian had eaten.
Whilst the presence of the Dewa in the pomegranate accounts
for the hirth of Salindong Dalima, no other explanation than the
granting of a prayer is given for the hirth of the hero of the
" Hikayat Awang Sulong Merah Muda," whom his mother conceives by partaking of a mangrove-leaf .
Prince Si-Helang Laut has no offspring, and to obtain an heir
to the throne, he sails with his consort to the sea of Tanjong Jati
to offer prayers at a shrine there to have his wish granted by Allah.
When the party returns from the shrine the prince's consort,
Princess Si-Helang Bakau, sees a yellow mangrove-leaf floating
on the waves, which she catches and eats. " There were a thousand
tastes in the leaf, and the princess ate the right half herself and
gave the left half to her sister, Princess Uli Emak Si Anjing, the
wife of Batin Alam. Within one month both princesses were with
child." A few months after the birth of their son, Prince Si
Helang Laut and his consort sail again to the sea of Tanjong Jati
to fish. As soon as they reach it the Princess falls sick
and vomits leaves of trees and (mangrove-leaves. She is taken home
and dies three days later. Thus Princess Seri Banian as well
as Princess Si Helang Bakau die after having given birth to a
child conceived by partaking of a particular food.
The idea of conception by partaking of some particular food
is generally associated with the longings of a woman, in the third
or seventh month of pregnancy. The food longed for is difficult
to obtain or connected with royalty. The connection between this
food and the child born afterwards is obvious in a case told in the
"Hikayat Raja Muda."
When three months with child, Princess Lindongan Bulan
longs to eat the only nut on an ivory coconut-palm (the kind sacred
to royalty), the stem of which reaches heaven. Her husband
borrows a chopper which was born together with Raja Muda,
ascends the tree, which takes him seven days and seven nights, and
after many adventures fetches the coconut, which he splits into
three slices with the chopper. One slice falls into the sea and turns
into a whale, the second slice falls down to earth and turns into the
buffalo Si Benuang, and the third slice the prince carries to his
consort. She partakes of it and in due time gives birth to a son,
Raja Seri Mandul.
There is some confusion as regards the birth of the whale and
the buffalo. One slice of the coconut falls into the sea and turns
into a whale, and the other falls to earth and turns into the buffalo
but in the passage narrating the birth of Raja Seri Mandul we are
told that the animals are born along with the prince. The midwives receive them, they are sprinkled with sacrificial rice-paste
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and parched rice coloured yellow with saffron is scattered over them.
A buffalo of the same name is mentioned in the Menangkabau
legend " Chindur Mata," where perhaps further information could
be found. In the " Hikayat Raja Muda" the buffalo helps his
human brother in a battle against a rival, whilst of the whale
nothing further is said but that he has as attendant a white
crocodile, which Si Benuang fetches to help him to carry the body
of Princess Renek Jintan to the palace.
In the " Hikavat Awang Sulong Merah Muda" Princess Si
Helang Bakau (who had become pregnant by partaking of a mangrove-leaf) longs after the third month of her pregnancy to eat of
a white mousedeer, male, with young. Her consort goes a-hunting,
and in a thunderstorm a white mousedeer, male, with young, leaps
down and is caught by the prince. The princess eats the flesh,
but preserves the bones.
When seven months have passed, she longs to eat of a
terubok-fish, male, with roe. A whole day is spent by her consort
in fishing, but in vain, so he has recourse to magic and in a dream
is told by a Muslim saint to fish on the following day with a
silken casting-net with weights of gold in the sea of Tanjong Jati.
The fish desired is caught, eaten by the princess, and the bones
preserved.
These bones of the mousedeer and the terubok-fish Awang
Sulong Merah Muda, the hero of the story, takes with him when
he leaves his country to follow Princess Dayang Seri Jawa. When
after a storm they anchor at Pulau Tapai and the anchor slips
owing to the heavy sea, Awang Sulong takes the bones of the
white mouse-deer, binds them together with a many-coloured string
and throws them into the sea. The anchor holds, the sea becomes
smooth like water in a kettle, and the storm abates.
Another instance of longing for a particular food is told in
the " Hikayat Si Miskin." Si Miskin is originally a king in Indra's
heaven, but through the curse of Batara Indera has been banished
to live on earth as the poorest of the poor. When his wife is with
child in the third (month, she longs to eat mango-fruits from the
king's garden. As 'Si Miskin has already suffered from the cruelty
of the inhabitants of the town, he cannot muster courage to face
the king, but begs a few mango-fruits of a fruitseller. His wife
however insists upon receiving mangos grown in the king's garden.
Her husband, gathering courage, begs them of the king and succeeds. Three months later his wife longs to eat of a jack fruit
growing in the king's garden, which Si Miskin again begs of the
king. A boy, the hero of the story, is born.
The " Hikayat Hang Tuah," the tale of a Malacca hero has its
story of longings told however only to show the hero's courage.
When Raden Mas Ayu, the queen of Malacca, is in the seventh month
of pregnancy, she longs to eat of the fruit of an ivory-coconut palm
that stands in the centre of the town of Malacca. It had grown
together with the Malaka-tree which gave the town its name. The
stem is twenty fathoms high and half way up is damaged by fire.
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The tree has only one bunch of seven fruits; the water of the fruits
is very sweet and tastes like sherbet; the flesh of the fruit has the
taste of the custard-apple. At the risk of his life Hung Tuah
fetches the fruit, the queen eats, and in due time gives 'birth to a
son, Raden Bahar who later becomes Batara of Menjapahit.
In the Singapore version of the " Shaer Kin Tambuhan "
Kin Tambuhan and her lover, the crown-prince of Kuripan, are
restored to life by the gods and are married. When with child,
she longs to eat of the " Pauh janggi that grows at the navel of the
s e a " and is guarded by a Dewa changed into a Geruda. Her
husband goes in quest of the fruit, but is carried away by the
Geruda and put into a prison, which he shares with other kings
who have (met with the same fate. Nevertheless Kin Tambuhan
gives birth to a son, who succeeds in killing the Geruda and rescuing
his father.—
In all these cases the food longed for is the fruit of a tree,
except that Princess Si Helang Bakau became pregnant by partaking of a leaf of a mangrove-tree.—
One may compare the tale of the magic transfer of an unborn
child in the " Hikayat Raja Muda." The hero married a fairyprincess, and in her absence is carried off by a white elephant and
made king of a country the ruler of which had died without male
offspring. He is married to the daughter of the late king, and
his first or fairy-wife appears at the wedding. She is six months
with child and offers to transfer the unborn child to her newlywedded rival. The latter agreeing, the fairy-princess takes betel,
chews it and gives the quid to her rival. " And by the will of
God praise to the Most High—who caused His power and might
to take effect, the princess in the womb of Princess Bidadari
Segerba was incarnated and moved into the womb of Princess
Kuntum Ratna Suri."—
In nearly all Malay fairy- tales the time of being with child
is twelve months, " the time the hornbill takes to hatch its young,
as long as it takes the papaya to bear fruit."—
In the seventh month of pregnancy Malay Muslim custom like
Indian Muslim custom prescribes the ceremony of melenggang perut.
It is described in the Hikayat Awang Sulong Merah Muda.
On a Sunday, the eve of Monday, Prince Helang Laut begins
the festivities which precede all important ceremonies, and sends
his page with a betel-casket to call the seven royal midwives.
They refuse to obey the summons, and the prince decrees the
traditional ] unishment for the disloyal:
"I shall bid my officers
go and kill the seven midwives and their families; their possessions
shall be scattered, their houses burnt, the soil whereon their houses
stand shall not remain where it is, the pillars of their houses shall
be turned topside down; thus they shall be struck by my royal
power! " The midwives arrive in haste and obtain pardon. They
ask that a feast in honour of the birth of Muhammad and of the
souls of the dead be given and that there be prepared lustral water
against evil influences and for ceremonial purification, jars adorned
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with a collar of plaited coconut-fronds to carry the water for the
ceremonial hath, and garlands of diagonal trailers cut from the
midrib of a coconut-leaf. A litter is built from areca-palms. The
Prince and his consort are carried in procession to the river, where
they don bathing-clothes, and after being shampooed by the eldest
midwife and sprinkled with sacrificial rice-paste, are bathed with
the two lustral waters. They change clothes and return to the
palace, where the midwives rock or sway the abdomen of the princess
seven times. A prayer and a banquet close the ceremony, for which
all sorts of amusements were provided.
Betel is the customarv retaining-fee given to Malay midwives.
In the " Hikayat Malim Deman " the hero neglects his pregnane
queen for concubines and the cockpit, and declines to return to
the palace. ' The queen sends for the court officers and asks:
" What is going to happen to me who have not even given the
retaining betel to the midwives ? " The court officers call seven
royal midwives, and the queen passes over to them seven betelboxes saving: "Midwives, this is your retaining-betel. I trust
that you will take all care of me."
The " Hikayat Seri Rama " (ed. Maxwell) gives the following
description of the preparation for a royal accouchement.
Raja Seri Rama orders the royal chamberlain to spread mats
and carpets in the middle of the palace, and to hang a four-sided
canopy for the lying-in of the queen. The seven royal midwives
and the chief-midwife and the seven medicine-men and the chief
medicine-man bring the queen. The court officers assemble and
take their places according to rank to wait for the birth of the
child.—
The presence of the king and the high officers of state at the
birth of a royal child seems to be usual custom and no doubt is
a political measure to prevent the substitution of another child.
In the "Hikayat Malim Dewa," at the birth of the hero " t h e
king is sitting by the head of his queen." When the hero of the
"Hikayat Raja Muda " is to be born, the seven royal midwives
are called and the high dignitaries are warned. The wives of the
officers of state fill the palace, " some fetch hot water, some fetch
water and firewood, some burn incense, some scatter parched rice
coloured with saffron all over the place where the queen is lying."
The king and the high dignitaries sit near the bed. of the queen
together with the medicine-men who mutter charms and spells.
The hero of the " Hikayat Anggun Che Tunggal" is a posthumous
child, and when he is born, the Dato' Orang Kaya Besar (the
prime-minister), who is the regent of the country sits near the
bed of Princess Gondan Genta-permai together with the medicinemen who mutter incantations to shield the princess against evil
and to ensure a speedy delivery. In the " Hikayat Raja Muda "
it is recorded at the birth of Paja Seri Mandul that Maharaja Besar,
accompanied by his father-in-law, sits by the head of his queen.
When the prince is born, the seven midwives cut the navel-string
and wash the baby in a golden vessel.—
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The duties of parents when a child is born are laid down in
the Muhammadan work called " Makota segala raja " as follows:
" As soon as child is born it is the duty of the parents to wash
it in clean water, to dress it fin proper clothes and to recite the
Bang before the right, and the Katam before the left ear of the
child."
These duties are fulfilled at the birth of Princess Renek jintan,
of which the " Hikayat Raja Muda " gives the following description.
When Princess Kuntum Ratna Suri is expected to give birth
the king takes his seat by her head and sends for the court officers
and medicine-men. The little princess is born under the sign of
the planet Jupiter (bintang mushtari), at noon, and nine cannonshots are heard from heaven (keyangan) from sea and from land.
She is born with two swords in her left hand. When she is handed
to the king, he stands up, turns in the direction of Mekkah and
recites the verses Bang and Katam into the child's ear. The iking
then "opens the mouth of his newborn child" and gives her the
name of Princess Renek Jintan. He orders the prime-minister to
erect a bathing-pavilion of twelve storeys, where he can take his
new-born daughter for the ceremonial bath. Tents are erected on
the plain adjoining the lake for the ceremony " of putting his
daughter's foot to the earth."
Swaddling clothes are described as follows:—" The eldest
of the royal midwives wraps the new-born Prince (Raja Muda) in
seven layers of cloth, the first white, the second black, the third
yellow, the fourth blue, the fifth red, the sixth purple, the seventh
made of royal brocade (kain ainu'l-banat kain kerajaan)."—
Princess Renek Jintan is born with two swords in her hand.
In the Hikayat Raja Muda the hero is born with a heavy
chopping knife, which Raja Bujang Selamat takes with him when
he ascends the coconut-palm in quest of the coconut his pregnant
consort longs for. In the "Hikayat Seri R a m a " (ed. Maxwell)
the magic matchlock to which Raja Duana has recourse when he
has lost the battle against Raja Seri Rama, is " born with him."
In the " Hikayat Hang Tuah " Sang Peri Dewa, the son of Sang
Perta'a Dewa, " is born with a crown on his head." In the
" Hikayat Malim Dewa " Princess Gengorak in the land Melioh
addresses her magic parroquet as " child of the same womb," which
possibly hints at some blood-relation between the princess and the
bird.
An interesting description of the ceremonial bath after the
birth is given in the " Hikayat Malim Demam." Dr. Winstedt
tells me it is the Perak ritual interpolated by the Perak Raja who
wrote the tale down.
Forty-four days after the birth of the hero, the queen having
passed the prescribed days of seclusion the court marshals arrange
a procession for his ceremonial bath. There are seven kandas and
seven mandas. The first kanda carries the placenta, the second
incense, the third a fowl, the fourth coconuts, the fifth bathing-
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clothes the sixth a tray with sacrificial rice-paste, the seventh a
fishing-net. Arrived in the royal garden, the seven midwives
bathe the prince and his mother, rub them with limes and powder them with cosmetics. " The seven midwives place the prince
on two ivory-coconuts (the kind sacred to royalty) together
with the fowl. Then they feast the spirits of the water, scatter
parched rice coloured with saffron and sprinkle rice-paste
over the prince and bathe him. The baby-prince cries, and
the nurses and maids sing the song prescribed by custom. One
of the court officers casts the net in the river, catches a fish
with golden scales and diamond eyes, and puts it into the
golden vessel from which the bathing-water is dipped. The prince
and his mother are brought back to the palace, where the midwives
and nurses put the little prince into a swinging-cradle, made of
seven layers of cloth: the first layer black, the second yellow, the
third a silk-cloth heavily embroidered with gold, the fourth a silkcloth of tie-and-dye pattern from Sind, the fifth a cloth from Bali,
the sixth a cloth from Chempa, the seventh a piece of velvet-brocade.
The baby-prince is then sung to sleep with a royal lullaby.—
The ceremonial bath and the treading on earth for the first
time are described again in the " Hikayat Raja Muda."
The king, accompanied by his queen, his little daughter and
his mother-in-law,proceed to a bathing-pavilion. The child is
bathed by the seven midwives and the medicine-men " according
to custom." The party returns to the royal tent, " and by the royal
midwives the child is made to put its feet to earth, on the top of
gold and silver." Then there are amusements, which last late
into the night.—
Another custom is mentioned in the " Hikayat Awang Sulong
Merah Muda," which seems to have some connection with the
new-born child, as both the royal midwives and their colleagues
the medicine-men take part in it.
Soon after the birth of Awang Sulong, his father, Prince Si
Helang Laut, calls the people from seven rivers and orders them
to clear land for rice-planting.
After three months comes the dry season, and the kings 6ends
for magicians to burn the felled jungle. Seven days and nights
saw the burning completed!
The royal midwife is summoned to dibble holes and plant the
rice-seed. When she comes, she sees:—
Hawks in heaven quick-retiring,
Up above the branches falling,
On the ground the apes a-chattering;
Shakes her head the royal midwife.
Again she is summoned to cut the ripe ears, when Si Helang
Laut celebrates the traditional feast in honour of the rice-spirit.
The custom of planting a coconut-palm when a child is born
is mentioned in Abdullah bin Abdul-Kadir's account of his voyage
to Kelantan. He meets an old woman and asks: " What is
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your age, mother?" She replies: " M y coconut-palm has died;
I planted another and that too is old and rarely bears fruit; its
fruits are already quite small." Abdullah asks: " What does the
coconut-palm signify, mother? I don't understand." The woman
replies: " It is the custom with us, that if a child is born a
coconut-palm is planted and when the child grows up and is asked
' What is your age,' she or she replies: ' That is the coconut-tree
of my age.' "—
A description of the ceremonies following the birth of a royal
child in historical times is given in chapter XXXIV of the " Malay
Annals."
A son is born to Sultan Mahmud, to the joy of the aged
father. The child is bathed, and the king orders the Kadzi to
recite the verse Bang into the child's ear. The high officials bring
presents for the little prince in accordance with their rank, and
seven days after the birth the Temenggong carries in procession
the water for the ceremonial bath. The knife for the shaving of
the prince's head is made of an alloy of copper and gold and has
a handle of gold studded with gems. The head of the prince is
shaved by the Bendahara, and during this performance the royal
drums are beaten. The hair of the prince is weighed by 'the
Bendahara's lady against gold and silver, which is given as alms to
the poor. After the shaving the prince is given the name of Raja
Al|i, his nursery name to be Raja Kechil Besar. Forty days later
the Laksamana brings in procession the " yellow appurtenances "
reserved exclusively for the use of princes. These consist of
swaddling-clothes, sleeping-mattresses, husked rice, bajang-coats
(bajang means " the dove-tailing of timber," and perhaps a dovetail-formed piece of cloth is meant, worn by little children over
breast and abdomen, fastened round the body with strings ? Bajang
could also be Javanese, meaning small in size: " cf. jabang, " a
child in its early days " : Klinkert mentions a gelang bajang, " an
arm-ring of black-silk-string worn by little children as a protection
against evil spirits). The Laksamana further brings sixteen
pictures of birds on poles pawai burong-burongan " insignia of
royalty or rank, in the form of birds carried before or behind
persons of high station." The noblemen of the prince's crown
(megat makota-nya) are also sixteen in number, and the tulang
da'ing are sixteen {tulang da'ing lit. "Bones of dried fish,"
perhaps pages waiting at the prince's table?) There are further
sixteen fans and sixteen women in sleeve-less coats (baju seroja
according to Klinkert being a sleeve-less jacket for women).
There are sixteen Indian sarongs (kain Keling), forty pieces of
muslin printed with golden lotuses which according to Klinkert
also comes from the Coromandel-coast, and forty pieces of
patterned silk (chindai kara). All these are hung over poles,
whilst embroidered cushions and mattresses are carried on the back
of elephants. For the bathing water there are sixteen processional
litters. As soon as these presents reach the palace, the little
prince and the queen are bathed, all the princesses and the wives
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of the high dignitaries carrying yellow cloth over their shoulders..
After the bath the prince is installed at once as heir to the throne.
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Antiquities of Malaya.
By

R.

J.

WILKINSON C.M.G.

Part I.
In the Bijdragen tot de Taal—Land—en Volkenkunde van
Nederlandsch—Indie, Deel 77, Aflevering 1, 3-4, 1921 Dr. G. P.
Rouffaer has discussed in one paper if Malayur was not the name
of Malacca before 1400 A. D., if old names for Johore were not
Wurawari and Langka and old names for Singapore were not
Tumasik and (Ma) hasin, and in another paper he has dealt at
length with antiquities in southern Malaya. His first paper has
been summarized in this Journal by Dr. R. 0. Winstedt. From
his second I abstract a list of places in Singapore and Johore
where research may yet be rewarded by discoveries. Without the
interest of the Government of the Straits Settlements and Johore
and the efforts of local students all such antiquities are likely
to be lost or overlooked.
1.
A.
B.
C.

ANTIQUITIES OF SINGAPORE.

The old moat as traceable on the slopes of Fort Canning.
Remains of a temple, tomb or palace building on Fort
Canning.
The stones into which Ranjuna Tapa and his family were
turned: ada batu itu sampai sekarang ini di-parit Singapura
itu (The "Malay Annals").
2.

A.
B.

C.

ANTIQUITIES OF JOHORE.

Tanjong Surat. Is there an inscription at this Cape? And
is " Pulau Chombun " ( = Pulau Chumbuan) where Pahang
envoys were greeted formerly on arrival at the Johore estuary?
Johor Lama. Malay tradition had it that " the Sultan
who lived there had a fortified castle and that the city was
adorned by several handsome buildings erected chiefly upon
some elevated ground distant a few hundred steps from the
last houses of the present village going down the river."
Favre could find none. Logan said " T h e remains of an
extensive rampart are still visible."
Forts on the Johor River.
Panchur (at mouth of narrow part) owes its name to
the bathing place of the old rajas. Large stones perforated
with holes are to be found on the banks of the river and are

(N. B —The site except for a few Kampongs has been cleared and is
a large Japanese rubber-estate belonging to the Mitsui family. 1 visited
it but heard nothing of antiquities. The end furthest down-river seemed
to me uncleared. R. J. W.)
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said to be memorials left by the Achehnese of a conqueringvisit paid to Johor in the early part of the seventeenth
century; they are supposed to be part of anchors and are
called batu anting-anting.
(A Japanese Estate; R. J. W.)

Bukit Sungai Tukal. ( = Pertukal). Once fortified;
many traces left in Hervey's time: a flattened hill top;
an iron gun; the tomb of Raja Tengku Puteh said to have
been carved by a Chinese. The Portuguese built a fort hereafter 1587 A . D .
Bukit Seluyut. Said to have been fortified. The
Temenggong had removed the guns (1826).
Merdalam. Possibly associated with a dalam or old
kraton (Doubtful, R. J. W.).
Penateh. Possibly connected with Pateh.
Batu Sawar. Important as the real capital of Johor
for a long time. Opposite it is Kota Sabrang where Raja
Abdullah (Raja Sabrang), afterwards Sultan, resided. No
travellers record any remains.
Makam Tauhid. Described in the "Malay Annals"
as di-hulu Sungai Damar di-dalam Sungai Batu Sawar. Once
a capital. No traveller has visited it, as it is off the main
river.
Pasir Raja. Just below Kota Tinggi. Once a royal
abode.
Kota Tinggi. Hervey records slight traces of a fort
and two cemeteries, one close to the kampong, surrounded by
a low wall of laterite and containing the tombs of the former
sovereigns, and the other cemetery about a mile off in the
jungle containing the tombs, some handsomely carved, of the
Bendaharas; among these is the tomb of one Yamtuan.
Behind the cemetery is Padang Saujana, a wide plain. None
of the tombs have inscriptions or even dates.
Crawford says that at Padang Saujana there are 16 pairs
of tombstones, one (longer than the rest) being the tomb of
Sultan Mahmud Marhum di-julang). (Incidentally Mahmud's successor was the son of Bendahara hilang di-Padang
Saujana; R. J. W.)
The country above Kota Tinggi is not interesting till
we come to the Lenggiu or Glang-kiu country.
D. The Lenggiu or Glang-kiu Country. The " Malay Annals "
recall the destruction of Olangkiu by a Ohula king from
Southern Tndia. After 3½ hours slow travelling from the
mouth of the Lenggiu, Hervey came to Pasir Berhala where
Rouffaer thinks an idol may be found. Three hours further
up (this includes cutting a way through tree-trunks) he
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came to Gajah Mina where a Makara may be found. Further
on was Sempang Mahaligai where the old palace stood (tradition says it was a royal fishing-box). Bukit Penyabong, off
the river and above Sempang Mahaligai, was the scene of the
traditional "cockfight" between Raja Chulan and another
raja whose name is not given:—Rouffaer would like to have it.
The real point is the discovery of the old fort of black
stone, the true Lenggiu, which the Chola king took and which
was known to exist by the author of the Sejarah Melayu (circa
1612 A. D.) (who lived at Batu Sawar and was in a position
to know). This discovery is all-important, if it can be made.
But Gangga-negara (Bruas) of which the site is wellknown and much more accessible, was also taken by the Chola
king and may also yield inscriptions.
(To be continued).

The State of Lukut.
By L. D.

GAMMANS.

(With text figures)
Lukut, although attaining apparently at one period to the
dignity of an independent state, has not a very long or exciting
history to its credit. It was founded by Raja Busu, a Selangor
Malay, who collecting together a band of followers from Selangor,
Kedah and other parts, came and settled on the banks of the
Lukut River. The actual settlement has long since disappeared,
but a few attap shops and an exceptionally large mosque on the
Port Dickson—Seremban Road at about 4½ miles from Port
Dickson mark the site. The overgrown swamp on the right hand
side of the road coming from Seremban, just after passing the
Bukit Palong—Sepang Road, was apparently an estuary of the
Lukut before mining silted it up. In the prosperous days which
were to follow, as many as twenty tongkangs with dozens of prahus
could be seen anchored in this haven at one time.
The attraction of Lukut to Raja Busu was undoubtedly the
rich tin deposits up county which found their outlet at Lukut.
Busu soon established himself and decreed that his lawful
" squeeze" was to be 10% of all tin exported. In time he
became more greedy until at last his rapacity cost him his life.
One night the Chinese called at his house determined to put matters
on a more satisfactory basis once and for all: they found the
house surrounded with ore in various forms: the sight of this
was too much for them: they invited Busu to come out on penalty
of having his house burnt down about his ears: whether out of
temerity or fear it is impossible to say, but he refused to do so
telling them that no true Mohammedan ever feared death, and he
bade them do their worse: they took him at his word and burnt
the house down: not a single member of the family escaped.
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His grave stands to-day on the hill overlooking the Custom Station
at Kuala Lukut and is still an object of veneration in the neighbourhood.
Thus the infant state found itself without a leader: it was not
long before Sultan Muhammad of Selangor (who reigned from
1826 to 1858) doubtlessly attracted by the tin, cast covetous eyes
on it. He arrived in person and declared the state to be part
of his territory. The men of Lukut do not appear to have raised
any objections, which considering the fame of Muhammad is not
to be wondered at. His strength was such that " he had killed
a tiger with his hands and could push over a buffalo with great
ease. No one had ever imagined that any man could be so tall."
He appointed as his viceroy Raja Jumaat who was married to
his daughter Tengku Nai and returned to Klang. Thus Lukut
which up to this time had been wholly independent, commenced
to pay allegiance to the throne of Selangor.
Raja Jumaat appears to have been an ideal leader, respected
alike by Malays and Chinese: he set about energetically to put
his state in order: he extended his dominion southwards until the
whole of the Coast line of what is now Negri Sembilan from the
Sepang to the Linggi was under his sway. Raja Sulaiman of
Sungai Raya, Pasir Panjang, of whom we shall hear more anon,
owed allegiance to him. He instituted a police force of 22 Malays,
who not only wore uniform but had numbers on their hats, and
built the Lukut Fort on Bukit Gajah Mati overlooking the settlement on the river. Within its walls he built a house for his
daughter Raja Wok, who afterwards married her cousin Raja
Muhammad. Cannons were purchased and the ditches deepended
so that the little settlement had near by a strong rallying point
within which it could take shelter in case of trouble. As soon
as the fairness of Jumaat's rule being widely shown, settlers
poured in from all parts anxious to put themselves under the
protection of a man who combined strength of character with
honesty of purpose. A resident population of Chinese—mostly
Hylams—established itself in sufficient numbers to warrant a
double row of more than 40 brick shop houses, the foundations
of which are visible to this day.
In 1860 the State was visited by Captain Macpherson, Resident
Councillor, Malacca, whose report is of great interest:—
" The contrast between Lukut and Selangor is very
striking: indeed the former can well bear comparison with
any European Settlement: and it is equally striking and
gratifying in the midst of a dense jungle to come suddenly
upon the footprints of advanced civilisation. The roads are
well formed and macadamized: the (as yet) only street of
China town is uniformly built of brick and tiled roof, kept
scrupulously clean and well-drained: the godowns on the
river's bank are large and massively built, and both the
people and the place have an air of contentment and prosperity.
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The Police Peons are dressed similarly
to ours in Malacca, and the arrangements in the Police (Station
which I inspected are perfect. An object of much interest
to me was the Gambling Farm: it is a large square building
and there are Police Peons stationed at each of the four doors.
No Malay is permitted to enter, and the punishment of a
Malay man caught in the act of gambling is severe.
Although crowded with players the most perfect order and
quiet reigned throughout and those who lost their money
displayed no symptoms of excitement or violence. Raja
Jumaat's house is situated upon a hill which he is strongly
fortifying: and a carriage-road, winding around, leads to
the top
Prisoners in chains were
employed upon the work.
On Raja Jumaat's death, he was buried in the small cemetery
at Lukut where his grave to this day is still upkept by the
Selangor Government, and was succeeded by his son Raja Bot,
who appears to have been unable to carry on to the same extent
the good work which his father had begun, but nevertheless was
equally popular with all races and was considered a good ruler.
He had a half brother Raja Jahya, older than himself, but
ineligible to succeed his father owing to the fact that his mother
was not of royal birth. Jahya deputised for his younger brother
when the latter was absent from the Settlement. He was the
father of Raja Abdul Kadir who Tor many years was Fenghulu
Port Dickson and died a few years ago.
The tie between Lukut and Selangor at this time does not
appear to have been very strong. Jumaat reigned more or less as
an independent sovereign: no part of the revenue found its way
to the Selangor treasury. Raja Jumaat's power extended to the
infliction of the death penalty when occasion demanded it:
murderers were beheaded or stabbed to death.
Like his father Rot contended himself with a modest revenue
of 10% of all exports of tin. Raja Bot enlarged the fort and
brought over a mercenary army of about 30 Arabs to fight for
him. They lived round about, intermarried with the Malays
and are undoubtedly responsible for the Arab strain which is
clearly visible in many of the local Malays to this day. Very
early in his reign he was called upon to cope with the only two
disturbances in the history of Lukut. Raja Sulaiman of Sungai
Raya thought the moment opportune to declare himself independent and without waiting for Raja Bot to enforce his authority,
collected together a band and came and attacked Bot at Lukut.
All the women and children were hastily put into the fort for
-safety and sufficient men left to guard them, whilst the remainder
stood ready to do battle down below. The conflict took place
in the heart of the settlement at Kampong China: the Arab
mercenaries after seeing one of their number pierced in the
•chest with a dagger, at once fled leaving the Malays to bear the
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brunt of the battle. By sheer force of numbers Raja Bot prevailed: Raja Sulaiman leaving six of his men dead and with a
large number of wounded on his hands retired beaten to his home
at Sungai Raya.
The next occurrence is more remarkable in some ways: one
Yahya, the adopted son of the Sultan at Langat, for some reasondecided to pay a visit to Raja Bot and arrived with about
sixty of his followers. He appears to have been a headstrong
youth: taking a stroll at Kampong China, he seized a Hylam
whom he declared was one of his coolies who had run away: he
brought him in front of Raja Bot and struck his head off. Bot
was furious that such treatment has been meted out to one of his
subjects and when later a band of 400 Chinese arrived to demand
an explanation, he declined to interfere on Yahya's behalf telling
the Chinese that they could kill any Malay who not being dressed
in red, was not one of his subjects. A melee took place on the spot
in which the people from Langat got the worst of it and fled into
the jungle leaving about ten of their followers dead on the
ground. Yahya himself seized Raja Laut, one of Bot's relatives,
round the waist to demand sanctuary and in the confusion escaped.
Bot was furious at the high-handed conduct of Yahya and refused to allow his people to bury the dead saying " Let the
bullocks eat them."
The days of the Settlement were now numbered. Larger
events outside were destined to bring about its end. One day a
British warship sailed up the river and anchored below the fort
on her way to Sungai Ujong. Major-General Anson with the 2nd
Battalion of the Buffs and a Battalion of Ghurkas came ashore.
Raja Bot was asked whether he proposed to assist or otherwise:
after deliberation he replied, " I will neither help nor hinder,
but you may have free passage through my territory." Boxes of
Spanish dollars were brought ashore and all willing to assist in
carrying stores to Sungai Ujong were promised $2.00 a head for
the job. A rather curious incident occured at the time of this
visit. Raja Bot ordered a salute to be paid in General Anson's
honour. For some inexplicable reason the gunners who were
Bugis Malays became extremely excited and refused to stop firing
when the correct number of salutes had been given. They loaded
and fired the guns faster and faster until at last one gun was
fired at the moment when one of the gunners was ramming down
the charge with a ram rod: as a result his head was blown off.
The results of the Sungai Ujong War and the event which
followed it are too well known to need repitition. In the somewhat protracted negotiations which followed, Raja Bot found that
his territory was to be forfeited, and he retired to Singapore with
a solatium of $20,000 in his pocket. The money soon disappeared
and Bot retired to his relatives at Klang, where he died in 1911.
at a ripe old age.
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The Lukut Fort. The Fort stands on an eminence known as
Bukit Gajah Mati several hundred feet high. Its tactical position
is excellent: not only does it effectively command the river and the
Settlements of Lukut down below, but from it a clear view to the
sea can be obtained.
The Fort is rectangular and consists of an outer ditch about
10—12 feet deep in a good state of preservation. The earth from
the ditch has been thrown up as a rampart: in one part at the
South-West corner a stone wall has been erected to protect the
well. In two places the wall has been pierced to form entrance
gates on the North and West sides and an entrance road winds
round the hill and joins the old Seremban road which ran at
the bottom. The sides of the entrance road have been built up
with uncemented bricks to prevent erosion.
In the centre of the fort stands the remains of the house,
which Raja Jumaat built for his daughter Raja Wok. Judging
by the foundations, the house must have been considerably larger
than at present appears. Some very good Malay carving has
been removed and placed in the Museum at Kuala Lumpur, for
safe custody. The North-West corner of the fort adjoining the
house is considerably higher than the remainder: this raised
portion may have been constructed to give a clear field for fire
over the heads of the defenders at the ramparts, or it may have
been intended to place a similar raised platform all round the
house for protection. On the north side of the house in front of
the larger entrance gate traces remain of the small padang where
sepak ragak was played.
The armament of the Fort consisted of a number of muzzle
loading cannons mounted at various spots, These cannons now
stand in front of the Police Station at Port Dickson and facing
the sea in front of the District Officer's house. The ditch was
protected by sharpened stakes. The defenders were armed as far
as possible with old muzzle-loading guns.
One of the chief problem of the Fort was the water supply:
a very deep well was sunk at the South-West corner and a wall
erected to protect it. This well proved practically useless, only
giving water in the wettest season. A number of large brick
cisterns sunk in the ground were constructed and refilled at
intervals by water brought up from below in buffalo carts. Three
of the cisterns still remain.
The Fort is well worth a visit: it can be approached at about
4½ mile from Port Dickson along the Seremban Road. It is
situated about ¼ mile from the road: a signboard marks the spot.

A Survey of the Dragonfly Fauna of
the Malay Peninsula, with notes on
that of Neighbouring Countries.
Part II.
By

F. F. LAIDLAW, M.A.

(Continued from Vol 1. p 333)
(Plates III, IV, V).
Odonata.
Sub-Order ZYGOPTERA (continued).
III. Sub-family Epallaginae.
Larva stoutly built, head and thorax flattened dorso-ventrally.
Pedicle of antennae short. Mask short, with minute cleft at apex of
middle lobe. Mandibles with outer margins deeply serrate. Femora flattened laterally, adapted for crawling on and under stones
and boulders. Caudal gills sac-like. Paired ventral gill-like
structures present on ventral side of segments 2-9 of abdomen.
Gizzard with sixteen denticle-bearing areas, alternately large and
small.
Adult with wings scarcely petiolated; numerous ante-nodal
sub-costal cross-nerves. Quadrangle much shorter than medioradial space; pterostigma well developed. Numerous supplementary sectors present. Body-colours not metallic, wings of males
often richly coloured, partly metallic.
The Epallaginae are almost confined to the Oriental Region,
but the type genus Epallage occurs in Asia Minor and the Balkan
Peninsula.
The sub-family is allied to the S. American Polythorinae,
especially in larval characters, and shares with it certain features
of the mandibles and mask, and with it alone amongst Odonate
larvae (so far as is known) the ventral, abdominal gill-like appendages.
The adult venation of the two sub-families shows marked
differences particularly in the shape of the quadrangle and arculus,
but I think it probable that the Epallaginae and Polythorinae will
ultimately be brigaded together in one family.
The type genus and the Himalayan genera Anisoptera and
Bayadera have the wings colourless or with darkened apices without
metallic patches. On the other hand the species of the two genera
found in Malaysia are as a rule notable for the rich colouring of the
wings of the male. Both have the quadrangle traversed by a crossnerve.
De Selys characterizes them as follows:—
1. Nodus a little before the middle of the wing.
Dorsum of 10th segment of abdomen of male
with a projecting tooth, upper anal appendages slightly curved
Pseudophaea Kirby.

Plate III.
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1.

Rhinocypha angusta.

2.

Podolestes chrysopus.

3.

Rhinagrion borneense.
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4.

Base of wing of Pseudophaea sp.

5.

Base of wing of Drepanosticta sp.

6.

A.B. Wing base of Drepanosticta sp.
C.
do.
do. Protosticta sp.
DRAGONFLIES.

Plate IV.
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7.

8.

Anal appendages of Drepanosticta sharpei

Plate V.

$ .

Anal appendages of Drepanosticta sp. 3 near rufoatigma Selys
DRAGONFLIES.
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Nodus at middle of wing. Dorsum of 10th
segment of abdomen of male without projection, upper anal appendages almost semicircular
Dysphaea de Selys.
(In addition a remarkable insect from Manila may be noted
here, it was described by Martin who gave it the name Paraphaea
barbata (Martin Bull. Mus. d'hist. Nat. 1902 pp. 507-508).
It is of large size, hind-wing 41 mm. long, has hyaline wings
tinged with yellow. The unique specimen is a male, and has a
large bifid spine on the dorsum of the 10th segment of the abdomen,
and in addition a large tuft of hairs on either side of the 9th segment
below.
It is apparently a specialized off-shoot from Pseudophaea).
Genus Pseudophaea Kirby.
(Euphaea de Selys nom. pracocc).
Widely distributed over the Region, not recorded from Celebes
and apparently absent from the Plains of India and W. Himalayas.
The species are numerous and fall into several groups.
I. Group ochracea de Selys.
Includes the least differentiated and possibly the most primitive
species of the genus.
In the males the hind-wings resemble in
outline those of the females, and show little or no specialization of
wing-colour.
The typical species ochracea is from Malacca and ranges
through the Peninsula as far north as Patani. It is the smallest
species of the group (hind-wing 27.5 mm.).
The male has the hind-wing uniformly golden yellow, the forewings from the base to the nodus are of the same colour, but beyond
the nodus almost colourless. I have not seen a female of this
species.
P. brunnea Selys, occurs in Burma and (?) Tonkin. It is
slightly larger and more robust than the last species (h. w. about
30 mm.). The male has the hind-wing tinged from the base to a
level half-way between the nodus and pterostigma, the anal margin
at the widest part of the wing is a little smoky; the distal part of
the wing is almost colourless. In the fore-wing the yellow colour
extends from the base to just beyond the nodus, the rest of the wing
is uncoloured: Females have the bases of all the wings tinged with
yellow.
The male brunnea has the colour-pattern identical with that of
the female of P. formosa Selys. We are perhaps justified in regarding the ochracea group as not greatly modified descendants of the
ancestral group from which the existing formosa and its immediate
allies from Hainan, S. China, and Formosa, are also derived.
The British Museum has a series of specimens, all males, from
Tonkin labelled P. ochracea by MacLachlan. These in my opinion
differ from the true ochracea and are at least sub-specially distinct.
They are decidedly larger and have more evenly coloured wings.
The late Mr. H. Campion thought them to be brunnea but I cannot
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accept this identification, and I believe them to belong to an undescribed species.
A still larger species P . lara Kruger, is found in Lombok and
Sumbawa. The wings of the male are uniformly tinged with yellow.
I I . Group variegata.
The typical Malaysian group, confined to the Peninsula, Borneo, Sumatra and Java; with allied groups in Ceylon, the Philippines and Tonkin.
Males with wings similar in outline to those of females, and
with a sharply defined opaque area on the hind-wing, on which is
superimposed a bright blue or green metallic patch. Fore-wing
with or without a definite opaque area.
Borneo with four species has the richest representation of the
group. The males are amongst the most brilliant of oriental
insects, and they are exceeded by none in elegance of form.
I have no female specimens belonging to species of this group,
the key below is for males only.
I. Fore-wing with definite opaque area. Hind-wing with
opacity beginning at about the level of the distal end of
quadrangle. Metallic patch extending to a point about
midway between nodus and pterostigma.
a. Hind-wing slightly widened (9 mm. at its
widest) metallic patch reaching hind-margin
of wing
P. variegata
b. Hind-wing not widened (6.5 mm. to 7 mm.
at its widest) metallic patch not quite reaching hind-margin of wing
P. aspasia
I I . Fore-wing without definite opaque area, or at most with
black marginal line between costa and subcosta from base
to nodus.
c. Opaque area beginning at base of hind-wing.
Length of hind-wing 27-28 mm.
P. basalis
d. Opaque area beginning at about level of
nodus, its inner margin approximately
transverse to long axis of wing. Length of
hind-wing 26-27.5 mm.
P . tricolor
e. Opaque area beginning five or six cells basalwards from nodus, its inner margin sloping
outwards from before backwards. Area between radius and M1+2 always hyaline up
to nodus. Length of hind-wing 28-30 mm.
P . subnodalis
f. Opaque area beginning about half-way between wing-base and nodus, its inner margin
irregular, with hyaline indentation between
M4 and Cul. Area between P and M1+2
never hyaline to level of nodus. Length
of hind-wing 25-26 mm.
P. subcostalis
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III.

Group masoni Selys.
A group of species closely allied to the last, but with a more
northerly distribution. The males have the hind-wings more or
less definitely widened, and opaque black save at the extreme base
and apex. The opaque area is either wholly or in part metallic, but
lacks the brilliance of variegata and its immediate allies. Front
wing with an opaque mark occupying about the middle third of the
wing.
One member only of this group is recorded from our area. Examples of a race of masoni were collected at Mabek in Jalor by
Dr. Annandale. In these specimens the hind-wing of the male
shows little or no widening. Examples from Burma in Mr. Williamson's collection are rather larger and show a distinct widening
of the male hind-wing, whilst yet other specimens from Tonkin
otherwise exceedingly similar are still larger and show very marked
widening. All of them have a slight violet reflex over the whole
opaque area of the hind-wing.
IV. Group dispar Selys.
The males of this group have the hind-wings distinctly shorter
than the fore-wings, and with very regularly rounded apices, so that
the wing appears to increase gradually in width up to the level of
the pterostigma. The fore-wing is colourless, the apical fourth
or third of the hind-wing is abruptly opaque blackish brown with
a slight violet metallic reflex.
The distribution of the group is curious. Two species are
found living in close proximity in the Nilgiri Hills in S. India, viz.
P. dispar Selys, and P. fraseri Laidlaw, whilst the third has representative races in the Malay Peninsula and in Borneo. This
species is also found in Sumatra, but whether it is there represented
by a race distinct of each of the other two or not I do not know.
The Malayan species has the hind-wing about 25 mm. in
length, the opaque area occupying about the terminal two fifths of
the total wing-length. The Raffles Museum has a single male
labelled Siantan Is. Natuna. 1
The Bornean race inaequipar is a little smaller in size (h. w.
rather less than 25 mm. in length), and the opaque area occupies the
terminal third of the hind-wing.
Possibly allied to this group are P. modigliani Selys, from
the Mentawi Islands, with the apical third of all four wings
opaque in the male; and P. bocki Selys, from the interior of
Sumatra. This latter has the apices of all four wings abruptly
opaque from the level of the pterostigma, and a longitudinal submarginal ray of metallic blue on the hind-wings running from the
nodus to the terminal opacity.
Genus Dysphaea de Selys.
Distribution more restricted than is that of Pseudophaea.
Recorded hitherto from the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo,
1. We know of no such place. The specimen is almost certainly
from Siantan Id, Anamba Group.
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Java and Tonkin, a species of the genus has recently been discovered in S. India by Major Fraser, and the British Museum has
an example of D. basitincta Martin, from Hainan.
The Malaysian species are very distinct from the Psendophaeas
in appearance, their long narrow wings with abruptly define pattern
of rich brownish black make them easy to recognize.
Considerable individual variation occurs in the colour pattern
of the males. In the case of females, which are but rarely collected,
the pattern is faintly defined by a slight deepening of the brownishyellow tinge which pervades the whole wing.
It is a matter of some little difficulty to determine the limits of
the species. I believe two Malaysian forms can be distinguished.
Of these D. lugens is slightly the larger (hind-wing 32-34 mm. abd.
41 mm.). The male has the base of the wing coloured to a point
several cells beyond the level of the nodus in the fore-wing, and up
to within a few cells (3 or 4 to 12) of the level of the pterostigma,
or even right up to the pterostigma itself in the hind-wing. The
apical colouring begins at the distal end of the pterostigma, or
beyond it.
The second species dimidiata has the hind-wing about 30 mm.
and the abdomen 36 mm. The hyaline areas of the wings are without the yellowish tinge noticeable in lugens whilst the basal markings are less extensive; those of the fore-wings stopping short of the
nodus, usually several cell-lengths on its proximal side, those of the
hind-wings reaching to the nodus or a few cells beyond. As with
lugens the apices of the wings are tipped with black. In many individuals a black costal stripe extends from the termination of the
basal marking to the pterostigma, sometimes on all the wings, sometimes on the hinder pair only. De Selys proposed the names
limbata and semilimbata for these, but subsequently regarded them
as merely individual varieties. I have seen examples of both forms
together with typical dimidiata in a small series from Pahang.
IV. Sub-family Amphipteryginae.
Larva of Malayan form unknown (Piphlebia, an Australian
genus, has a larva which lives in crevices of rocks on stream-beds.
It has a flattened body with a large, wide head. Antennae long,
second joint very long, labium relatively very large, median lobe
with shallow indentation, lateral lobes terminating in a slender,
moveable hook, and with three smaller spines. Legs long, femora
flattened. Abdomen short, caudal gills triquetral).
Adult with wings petiolated to level of Ac. Quadrangle small,
nearly rectangular. Antenodal costal cross-nerves few 7-8, only
those proximal to arculus continuous across the sub-costal space.
Pterostigma long, very oblique. Supplementary sectors present.
Body colours not metallic. Wings (of Malayan species) uncoloured
or uniformly tinged smoky-brown. Legs moderately long, with long
cilia.
This sub-family contains but three genera, one S. American
the type-genus of the sub-family (Amphipteryx), one Australian
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Diaphlebia, and one Malaysian. These genera are primitive, possibly not very closely related to each other, intermediate to some
extent between the sub-families already defined and those with more
reduced venation to be discussed later.
The single Malaysian species is Devadatta argyrioides Selys.
It is widely distributed and is mast generally taken at an elevation of
1000-2000 ft.
[These first four sub-families of the Zygoptera, along with the
American Polythorinae were originally grouped by de Selys in the
sub-family Calopteryginae. They are distinguished from all other
Zygoptera by the possession of more than two antenodal costal
cross-nerves, and by their relatively complex venation. Though the
Selysian sub-family is now by common consent broken up, it is still
convenient to remember that any Malaysian Zygopteron with more
than two antenodal nerves finds its place in one or other of the four
sub-families dealt with above. In a very few extra-regional genera
or species not belonging to the ' Calopteryginae' three or even four
antenodals occur, but these are very rare exceptions].
V. Sub-family Megapodagrioninae.
Larvae of Malayan genera unknown. That of Argiolestes, an
Australian genus, is up to the present the only one described. This
is chiefly remarkable for its horizontally flattened, lamellar gills.
The mask is said by Tillyard to resemble that of the Epallaginae.
The adult has the wings petiolated to the level of Ac. at least.
Quadrangle with its costal margin about two-thirds the length of
the anal margin. Pterostigma elongate, oblique; only two antenodal cross nerves (In one or two non-regional genera three or even
four may occur). Supplementary sectors present. MS rising at
level of nodus, M3 a little proximal to it. Body colours not metallic; wings in Malaysian forms uncoloured. Legs provided with
long cilia.
This sub-family includes genera which are regarded as primitive, and the presence of supplementary sectors, and of a long
pterostigma, may be taken as a proof of a less specialized wingstructure than that found in the remaining sub-families of the suborder (with the exception of the Lestinae). The geological history
of the sub-family dates from the miocene at least. At the present
time its genera are entirely tropical or sub-tropical in distribution,
and are most richly developed in S. America. No representative
of the sub-family is known to occur in S. India or Ceylon, and the
Oriental Region as a whole is not the home of many Megapodagrioninae. The fauna of the Malavsian area includes but two genera :
one of these, Rhinagrion, has five or six species, the other Podolestes,
two only.
The other Oriental genera are Himalayan or Indo-Chinese, and
are mostly monotypic. One species from the Himalaya Argiolestes
melanothorax Selys, is remarkable as belonging to a genus otherwise
known from Australia and Papua only; another Pseudolestes
mirabilis Kirby, from Hainan is remarkable as it appears to mimic
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Pseudophaea decorata Selys, occurring in the same island, the only
instance I can call to mind of one dragonfly showing what certainly
looks very like mimetic resemblance to another, belonging to a very
different group.
The Malaysian genera may be characterized as follows:—
A. Breadth of fore-wing bears a ratio to its length
of about 1: 5¼. Pterostigma relatively short and
broad, covering rather less than two cells. Supplementary sectors present between Ml, M2, MS,
M3, M4. M4 decidedly angulate in its distal
half. Clypeus not specially developed. Lower
anal appendages of male as long as upper pair.
Podolestes Selys.
B. Breadth of fore-wing bears a ratio to its length
of about 1: 5¾. Pterostigma relatively long and
narrow, covering two cells. Supplementary sectors absent between M3 and M4, and otherwise
very feebly developed, save between Ms and M3.
M4 straight for its whole length. Clypeus very
prominent. Body and head robust, the insect
having the proportions of a Rhinocypha. Lower
anal appendages of males very short, upper pair
very slender.
Rhinagrion Calvert
( = Amphilestes Selys).
Genus Podolestes de Selys.
The genus Podolestes is confined to the Peninsula, Sumatra
and Borneo. There are two species. Of these orienialis Selys, has
19 or more post-nodal cross-nerves (Kruger gives as many as 23),
whilst chrysopus Selys, has fewer, 15-18. Orientalis has the thorax
olive coloured with black lateral bands, chrysopus on the other hand
has the thorax entirely bronze-black.
Genus Rhinagrion Calvert.
The genus Rhinagrion is highly specialized and occupies an
isolated position in the sub-family. The colouring of the species
is peculiar and striking; bright green, orange-brown, yellow and
black combining to give a startling effect.
Markings on dorsum of thorax a pair of parallel
bands one on either side of the middle line.
Terminal segments of abdomen of male not
flattened, reddish-brown; of female black. Abd.
29 mm., h. w. 24 mm.
R. mima Karoch.
Markings on dorsum of thorax a pair of oval or triangular spots.
Segments 8-9 of abdomen of male rather flattened dorso-ventrally, whitish-blue in colour.
Abd. 27-31 mm., h. w. 19-22 mm.
Thoracic markings triangular.
R. borneense Selys.
Thoracic markings oval, rather oblique.
R. macrocephala Selys.
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Thoracic markings oblique, commencing
below in a short narrow stalk, almost
hooked.
R. elopurae Maclachlan.
Segments 8.9 of male abdomen reddish-brown.
Thoracic markings similar to those of macrocephala; abd. 31 mm., h. w. 25 mm.
R. tricolor Kruger.
Imperfectly known species, size larger than preceding; abd. 44 mm., h. w. 26 mm. Thoracic
markings apparently similar to those of macrocephala.
Colour generally dark.
R. philippina Selys.
VT. Sub-family Platystictinae.
Larva (of Protosticta graveleyi Laidlaw, S. India, the only
described larva of the sub-family) slender, with long legs. Three
triquetral, caudal gills. Mask short, oval; the middle lobe with a
short median cleft; lateral lobes stout and short, each ending in a
blunt tooth-like point, and carrying a stout moveable hook.
Adult with wings slightly falcate, petiolated to the level of the
arculus, or nearly. Quadrangle rectangular, long uncrossed. Two
antenodal cross-nerves. No supplementary sectors. Ac lies proximal to An1, in the cubito-anal space, a second nerve crosses the
same space a little proximal to the arculus. Cu2 apparently absent,
but in some genera a cross-nerve descending from the lower margin
of the quadrangle to the hind-margin of the wing possibly represents
Cu2. Pterostigma rhomboidal, covering one or two cells, its costal
margin usually shorter than the anal. Body especially of males,
often extremely long and slender; body colouring in many species
with a metallic glaze. Legs short, with long cilia. Anal appendages of males in many cases of extremely bizarre form. Wings
save in rare cases uncoloured.
The genera with the least reduced venation are found in Tropical S. America, and in Ceylon and S. India.
The remaining genera are distributed over the wetter parts
of the Oriental Region, two or three species are recorded from New
Guinea. None are recorded from Africa or Madagascar. The
members of the sub-family were formerly grouped under the Selysian
Legion Protoneura. They share with the other genera of that
Legion the loss or great reduction of Cu2. In other respects they
seem to me so different that I regard this loss as the result of convergence and not as indicating near relationship. In fact the
Platystictinae stand rather remote from other sub-families, and it is
impossible as yet to say in what direction their affinities be.
The species are generally to be found about small, shady foreststreams, where their tenuity and colouring afford them sufficient
concealment. The number of species is probably large, but in
collections they are as a rule rare; in fact so few examples are
generally available even in the largest collections that it is likely
that in some cases specimens are incorrectly identified, especially
as specific difference are often chiefly discoverable in the structure
of the anal appendages of the male.
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The presence or absence of the cross-vein running anal-wards
from the anal margin of the quadrangle is a matter of generic
importance; and when present its relation to the transverse vein
of the cubital space which lies at the level of the arculus, is probably
a character on which groups of species may be classified, though I
am not able to use this character without restrictions at present
as in some species at any rate a curious individual variability occurs,
and in one specimen of an undetermined species from ' Singapore '
in the British Museum, the fore-wings show a clear difference in
this respect from the hind-wings.
Oriental genera of Platystictinae.
1. A cross nerve descends from the anal border of
the quadrangle towards the anal margin of the
wing.
a. M1 + 3 and M4 leave the arculus separately.
MS strongly angled. Cells of wing distal to
nodus mostly pentagonal.
Platysticta.
b. M1 + 3 and M4 leave the arculus by a short
common stalk. MS straight, and wing cells
distal to nodus mostly quadrangular.
Drepanosticta.
2. No cross-nerve descending from anal border of
quadrangle.
Protosticta.
The Platystictas are recorded only from Ceylon and S. India
and do not concern us here.
Genus Drepanosticta Laidlaw.
The genotype is D. carmichaeli Laidlaw, from Darjiling. It
has the nerve crossing the cubito-anal space, proximal to the arculus,
and the nerve descending from the quadrangle totally separate from
each other. The hind-wing reaches to the level of the junction of
the proximal and middle thirds of the sixth segment of the abdomen.
M3 commences at the level of the subnodal vein MS distal to it.
[A small group of some four species occurs in Ceylon. These
are all similar in proportions to the geno-type, but in all of them
the cubito-anal and sub-quadrangle cross-nerves unite towards the
anal margin of the wing to form a Y-shaped vein, as in Platysticta.
In them too M3 rises at or a little proximal to the sub-nodal crossvein, MS a little distal to it or occasionally from i t ] .
The remaining species of the genus are imperfectly known for
the most part.
Quadrat a is from the Malay Peninsula and (?) Burma.
The sub-cubital and sub-quadrangular cross-veins do not form
a Y-shaped vein. M3 rises a little distal to the sub-nodal cross-vein.
Pterostigma short and nearly square. Abdomen S 35 mm., hindwing 21 mm. Unique $ Malacca: a female from Burma named
quadrata by de Selys is perhaps not conspecific. Sharpi, recorded
from Bukit Besar in Jalor (type and allotype 3 9 ) Penang, and
Jor in Perak is possibly a synonym of quadrata but its measurements suggest that it is distinct. M3 distal to sub-nodal cross-vein.
Pterostigma short almost square.
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$ upper lip white edged with black, ante-clypeus white; postclypeus and rest of upper surface of head black. Prothorax whitish
yellow its posterior margin black. Dorsum of synthorax blackbronze as far as the second lateral suture, but with a blue line along
the first lateral suture, whitish-yellow below. Legs whitish-yellow,
a fine black line on posterior surface of femora, articulations and
cilia black. Abdomen bronze-black above, each segment paler
apically ( ? blue) darker in the middle and at its distal end. Segments 8.9.10 black, distal two-thirds of dorsum of 8, and the whole
of the dorsum of 9 blue. Anal appendages black.
Hind-wing reaches the middle of segment 5. Abdomen 45
mm., hind-wing 25 mm.
This description, except as regards relative length of abdomen
and wings would stand for quadrata equally with sharpi. I have
not been able to examine the annual appendages of an authentic
quadrata. I figure those of an example of sharpi from Jor.
The specimens which I referred to quadrata in " Fasciculi
Malayenses " (Zool. Pt. IV p. 11. fig. 1) do not belong to that
species but are representatives of an unnamed form, whose colouring
is probably not very unlike that of quadrata. The males have anal
appendages similar in outline to those of carmichaeli, but their
upper pair carry a curious brush-like tuft of hairs. Unfortunately
the specimens, from Bukit Besar in Jalor, were in bad preservation
and are unfit for description. It is to be hoped that fresh examples
will be obtained.
A large male collected by Waterstradt in Kelantan also referred
(loc. cit.) to quadrata probably belongs to yet another species. Its
dimensions suggest this at any rate. Abdomen 40 mm., hind-wing
29 mm.
I have lately received 3 males and a female of yet another
species from the Peninsula; collected by Mr. Chasen at Jor. In
them M3 rises from the sub-nodal cross-vein. MS distal to it. A
Y-shaped vein is regularly present, the pterostigma is a little longer
than it is broad. Length of abdomen $ 30 mm., hind-wing 18.5
mm. 9 abdomen 27 mm., hind-wing 18.5 mm. In the male the
hind-wirg reaches beyond the commencement of the sixth segment
of the abdomen.
S upper lip bluish white edged with black anteriorly. Anteclypeus white; post-clypeus and rest of upper surface of head black.
Prothorax yellow, with black marks on either side and on the posterior margin. Dorsum of synthorax violet-black as far as the
second lateral suture, with the mid-dorsal carina finely marked with
yellow, and with a yellow lateral stripe. Legs brownish yellow with
a black line on the posterior surface of femora, and articulations
and cilia blackish-brown.
Abdomen brownish-black above, paler at the sides and below;
segments 4-7 also with a pale ( ? blue) ring anteriorly. Segments
8.9.10. entirely black. Anal appendages brownish-black of very
bizarre form (fig. 8).
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This species I regard as closely related to or identical with the
Bornean rufostigma, and with it belongs to a fairly distinct group of
the genus characterized by the relatively short abdomen, the possession of a Y-shaped vein, the simple, hind margin of the prothorax, and the shape of the male anal appendages. Another group
with representatives recorded from Sumatra, Java, the Philippines
and New Guinea is remarkable for the possession of curious paired
processes developed from the hind-margin of the prothorax. The
only example of this group I have been able to examine, a male of a
small (? unnamed) species from the Philippines has the Y-shaped
vein present; a relatively short abdomen and anal appendages not
very unlike those of carmichaeli. The prothoracic processes are
shaped rather like the ' halter ' of Diptera. In sundana Kruger, a
species recorded from Sumatra and Java, these processes are present
in both sexes, and the lower anal appendages of the male are without
the curious hook-like termination found in rufostigma.
Lastly lestoides Brauer, from the Philippines resembles in proportions quadrata, but possesses a Y-shaped vein and a relatively
long pterostigma; whilst annulata Selys from Luzon is known from
immature female examples only and belongs possibly to the rufostigma group.
Genus Protosticta de Selys.
The great relative length of the abdomen found in certain
species of Drepanosticta is even more marked in many species of the
present genus, in some of them the length is actually double that of
the hind-wing. The Protostictas are widely spread in the more
densely forested parts of the Oriental Region; the species are probably numerous and have a restricted range.
From S. India there is known a group of at least five small
long-bodied species, all of them have the upper anal appendages of
the male more or less chelate. From Darjiling one species of greater
size is known. This species himalaiaca Laidlaw, has the upper anal
appendages of the male relatively uncomplicated in shape. One
species so far has been recorded from the Peninsula. This is P.
forsteri Laidlaw, known from a single female (the type) collected
by myself at Kuala Aring in Kelantan, and a male presumbly conspecific taken by Waterstradt at Jor, Perak. The hind-wing is
about 17.5 mm. long, the abdomen of the male 38 mm. The ninth
segment of the abdomen has the dorsum entirely ivory-white in the
male, in the female the distal half only is of that colour. The upper
anal appendages of the male are bent almost at a right angle at their
middle; the lower pair are slender, project beyond the upper pair
and carry a small bundle of bristle-like hairs at the apex.
From Borneo two species have been described. One of these
kinabaluensis has a relatively short abdomen (hind-wing 22 mm.
abd. 34 mm.). Only a single male specimen is known. Its anal
appendages bear some resemblance to those of the rufostigma group
of Drepanosticta.
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The other, versicolor from Lawas described from an unique
female example, differs from all other species of the genus so far as
I know in possessing a strong median spine rising from the posterior
margin of the prothorax, this process is nearly 1 mm. in length.
The species is further characterized by the black ventral surface of
the prothorax, the dorsum being brown. Lastly two species have
been described from the Celebes.
CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDA.

Part T. Vol. I. Oct. 1923.
p. 329 bottom line for stigmatezonis read stigmatizans.
p. 330 line 19 for stigmatezonis read stigmatizans.
p. 330 line 42 after Matronoides delete (sens, lat.)
p. 331 line 9 for 2. Pterostigma in male long and narrow, in
female short and square—sub-gen. Echo
read 2. Pterostigma in male long and narrow, in female
short and square—sub-gen. Climacobasis.
To be more in uniformity with other writers I propose to use
the term Malayan to denote a species pertaining to the Malay Peninsula and Malaysian pertaining to the area especially inhabited by the
Malaysian fauna i.e. Borneo, Sumatra, Java and the Peninsula. So
far as Odonates are concerned the area should also include the
Philippine Islands and ? Celebes.
Legend of Figures.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

(Plates III, IV, V.).

Wings of Ehinocypha angusta Hagen, Selys. & (Libellaginae).
Benkoelen Distr., Sumatra. Photo, F. W. Campion.
Wings of Podolestes chrysopus Selys. S (Megapodagrioninae).
Borneo. Photo, F. W. Campion.
Wings of Rhinagrion borneense Selys. S (Megapodagrioninae).
Borneo. Photo, F. W. Campion.
Base of wing of Pseudophaea sp. (Epallaginae). Camera lucida
drawing of larval wing. Lettering as in fig. 2 of Plate facing
p. 332 Vol. I of this journal.
Base of wing of Drepanosticta sp. (Platystictinae). Ceylon.
Camera lucida drawing. Y = y-shaped vein, other lettering as
in fig. 2.
A. B. Wing base of Drepanosticta spp. C. Wing base of Protosticta sp. (diagrammatic).
Anal appendages of Drepanosticta sharpi S . From a specimen
taken by Mr. F. N. Chasen at Jor. Camera lucida drawing.
Anal appendages of Drepanosticta sp. $ near rufostigma Selys.
From a specimen taken by F. N. Chasen at Jor. Camera
lucida drawing.
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Table showing distribution of Malaysian species.
Malay Borneo S u m a t r a J a v a
Peninsula

Other localities

EPALLAGINAE.

Pseudophaea ochracea Selys.
variegata Ramb.
aspasia Selys.
tricolor Selys.
subnodalis Laidlaw.
basalis Laidlaw.
subcostalis Selys.
masoni Selys.
impar impar Selys.
„ inaeguipar Selys.
bocki Selys.
modigliani Selys.
refulgens Selys.
semperi Selys.
Dysphaea lugens Selys.
dimidiata Selys.
Paraphaea barbata Martin

Anamba Is.
Mentawi Is.
Philippine Is.
Philippine Is.
Philippine Is.

AMPHIPTERYGINAE.

Devadatta argyroides Selys.

Philippine Is.

MEGAPODAGRIONINAE.

Podolestes orientalis Selys.
chrysopus Selys.
Rhinagrion mima Karsch.
borneense Selys.
macrocephala Selys.
elopurae MacL.
tricolor Kruger.
philippina Selys.

Philippine Is.

PLATYSTICTINAE.

Drepanosticta quadrata Selys.
sharpi Laidlaw.
rufostigma Selys.
rufostigma ( ? race).
sundana Kruger.
halterata Brauer.
annulata Selys.
lastoides Brauer.
Protosticta forsteri Laidlaw.
versicolor Laidlaw.
kinabaluensis Laid.
simplicinervis Selys.
gracilis Kirby.

Philippine Is.
Philippine Is.
Philippine Is.

Celebes.
Celebes.
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Plate III.

Journ. Malayan Branch, Royal Asiatic S o c , Vol. II, 1924.

1.

Rhinocypha angusta.

2.

Podolestes chrysopus.

3.

Rhinagrion borneense.
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4.

Base of wing of Pseudophaea sp.

5.

Base of wing of Drepanosticta sp.

6.

A.B. Wing base of Drepanosticta sp.
C.
do.
do. Protosticta sp.
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Plate IV.

7.

Anal appendages of Drepanosticta sharpei

$ .

8.

Anal appendages of Drepanosticta sp. £ near rufostigma Selys
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